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PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. MAY 9 1907.

VOL. XXI. NO. 1

DRUGGISTS FEAR
SOME ARE CAUGHT

WEATHER FORECAST.

KENTUCKY LEASED
FOR NEXT SEASON

State Inspector Has Been Engaged Here

George H. Goodntan and Matt
J. Carney Get It

Board of Pharmacy Summons Number of Them to Appear in Room
M Palmer House. _

Nothing Is Definitely Settled as to
Bowe Manager and the Other

AFTER ALL EMS OF ABUSES.

LEASE RUNS

FOR

1

10 CENTS PER WEEK

APPROPRIATE GROUP FO It dAME.STOWN EXPOSITION.
14.•4114

1LOAN COMPANIES
BOTHERING CITY
License Ortlinanee Does IS ot
Cover.,Thoir Case
When It Was Raised They Changed
Method of Doing Busbies* and
Want Ahead.

SLX YEARS.

NO

In well informed circles it is anInvestigation of Paducah - drugGenerally fair except possibly ocgists by the state board of pharmacy casional light showers tonight or Fri- nounced that the Palmer Hotel comhas been going on for three weeks, day. Highest temperature yesterday, pany has leased the Kentucky theater
to Messrs. George H. Goodman, of
and the state board has been in ses- 79; lowest today, 59.
Paducah, and Matt J. Carney, of
sion at the Palmer House throughout
p.
Chicago, for a term of six years, betoday questioning the druggists. C.
ELEVATOR FIRE.
gineing with the coming season.
L. Deihl, of Louisville; J. W. G-ayle,
Louisville, May 9:— Fire this
The consideration of the lease is not
of Frankfort, and Edward Bloommorning destroyed the grain elegiven out. Interested persons, when
field, of Louisville, are the members
vator of Callahan & Sons. The
seen today by a reporter for The
of the state board holding the local
loss will be $75,000. Fireman
Sun would not confirm or deny the
investigation.
Martin Joke was injured.
rumor, but admitted that it was unThe. investigation follows work

4

•

4

done here three weeks ago by one of
the board's inspectors. Quietly he
went among the local druggists investigating their methods particularly of handling and selling poisons
and narcotics. He reported to the
board and the investigation was announced to the druggists today by
the members of the board, telephoning them to appear before them in
room 17 at the Palmer House.
Not only will whatever charges
this inspector may have preferred,
be threshed out, but the employment
of unregistered clerks and other
abuses of the drug stores are being
Investigated with a view to instructing the druggists how to comply
with the laws.
One druggist, speaking of the session of the state board here, said
that many druggists may have been
charged with breaking the rerilation
by the inspector. HAii method was
to enter a drug store and try to purchase a drug it is against the law to
sell without a prescription. If the
dreg wag sold to Min; he would return later to see whether the druggist had kept an account of the sale
on his registry book.
lie investigated to see whether
unregistered clerks were employed
to fill prescriptions, and generally
looked for any abuses of the state
regulations. Some of the most prominent druggists were before the state
board this morning and this afternoon the investigation is being resumed. Some of the druggists are
Invited merely to give Information
and to receive Instructions on new
regulations.
Dr. J. W. Gayle, of the board, said
this afternoon:
"Worse conaltions than some that
.exIst in paducah cannot be Imagined.
Conditions here are worse by far
than in any other city in the state.
We find that the two drugs most
specifically regulated are sold indite
crtminately and actually in some
cases by mere boys. No attempt at
keeping track of the purchaser, labelling or physicians' prescriptions can
be found in some stores. Cocaine
and abortives are the drugs I referred to•and the former is the only
one on the abuse of which a licemse
can be revoked.

0

•

"No prosecutions will follow this
meeting except possibly in the case
of cocaine selling, but In this
we
mean to oSer no compromise. We
have waked he druggists repeatedly here and this is the It warning.
Future irregularities will he dealt
with summarily. Mr. Bloomfield, who
Investigated
the conditions
here
found 25 out of the 32 stores handling drugs Irregularly. They are appearing before us today and we will
close
the investigation tomorrow
morning
cob will leave at 11:25
o'clock for Hcpkinsville to finish
our west Kentucky trip."
DEMOCRATIC TICKET
ELECTED IN BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Md
May 9.— Barry
Mahool Democrat, today was elected mayor of Baltimore for fear yearn
ti2.- a majority of 4,000 over Clay
Timmanue, Republican, the present
incumbent. The whole Democratic
city ticket was elected.
Guatemala Revolution.
Cite of Mexico, May 9.—That a
revolution will break nut In finalemale within the next thirty days Is
-the statement of oMeial who lute !Weil- Paint of the present imbroglio
Well in hand General Teledo, who
will be commander of the movement,
it Is stated.ie new at Manemot eonterrine with President Zeloya of NiCs reit US,

FIREMAN JUMPED.
-Hamilton, 0., May 9.— One
.man was killed and three injured in a wreck on the Cincinnati,
Hamilton & Dayton railroad, six
inik.s from here this morning. A
freight, engine and caboose, foltrain,
a
passenger
lowing
ploughed into the rear car, owing to a dense fog. Richard
King, fireman on the freight engine, jumped and his neck was
broken.
'MRS. LAWSON GUILTY.
Lafayette, Ind., May 9.— Mrs.
Alice Cooper Lawson, who shot
and killed her husband in his salient in 'this city, was found guilty of second degree murder this
morning. Mrs. Lawson, who was
!stoical through the trial, betrayed no emotion when ptsmouneet

!moms SHERIFF.
Williamsburg, Ky., May 9.—
Swim Shotwell, a pevestect4eonand dangerously
Oct, shot
wounded :sheriff Crowley and
Deputy Ward last night while,
they were attempting to arrest
him on a warrant from governor
for violating his parole. ShotWen escaped after the shooting.
He was sentenced for murder
when paroled.
HUGHES WINS.
Albany, May
9.— Charles
Hughes for president. This is the
burden of the song in Albany today. The decision at the Republican senatorial conference last
night to support the public utilities bill is taken to mean the
the
complete co-operation of
Republican state organization,
which practically assures Hughes
the solid delegation to the national convention in 190S.
MORE IN DANGER.
Buenos Ayres, May 9.—Two
*core
or more passengers are
still on the wrecked steamer Poiton, which went aground yesterday and are reperted In extreme
danger today, owing to a 'sodden
increase in the violeacce of the
storm which drove the vessel
ashore; Several steamer have
gone to the rescue, hut it is feared the steamer will Aso to pieces
at any moment situ all he loot.
Today's report says the death
Hat will not be over a hundred.
MOTOR WRECK.
Lexington, Ky.. May 9.—In a
collision between a street car
and A Chesapeake & Ohio train
on the South Broadway hill here
today. George Wells, a motorman, and Mrs. Bertha Kirkpatrick, of Cincinnati., were killed.
Several were injured, some seriously. The wreck was canted by
the Inability of the ntotorman to
control hie car.
END OF DRUG TRUST.
Indianapolis. Ind., May 9.—
federal
Judge Andereon, in
court today, perpetually enjointhe so-called drug trust from
conducting an illegal combination in restraint of trede. This
act ion ends the pircetectstion of
the trust In federal courts.
KtRoKt ARRIVES.
Washington, May 9.—General
Keireid. the tamales Japanese
warrior, and hi• pitall, Arrived today en route to the Jouneetown
expookion. They were given a
great military reeeption. They
will he given is dinner at the
white hoUse 'Saturday.

der consideration. However, it is
known that everything is arranged
except signing the lease.
Mr. Goodman is president of the
George H. Goodman company, and
is one of the most popular of the
younger business men in the city.
His associate, Mr. Carney, is a former Paducah boy, now western manager of the Union Carbide company,
of Chicago, the parent company in
the Aceteiyne gas business.
When seen by a reporter for The
Sun Mr. Goodman said: "We don't
know what changes will be made in
the personnel of the employes. Mr.
Carney will be here next week, when
arrangements
we shall close final
for the house. Mr. Carney will continue his connections with his present employers, and I shall have the
local end of the house management,
with a representative in the box office. The policy of the new managers will be to give Paducah all the
good shows that can be secured for
the city, and nothing hut good 'atleactIons. I don't mean by that we
shall not have anything hut high
priced shows. We shall have a great
many dollar and lower price shows;
but the dollar shows shall play for a
dollar admission only."
Whether Manager :Roberts would
be with the new managers is not yet
learned, but, he has a host of friends
who hope he will be continued in his
present capacity.
If Messrs. Goodman and Carney
secure the Kentucky,'the friends of
Mr. Carney will see a long cherished
ambition of his realized. He has
tried for some time to get a theater
in Paducah, even before the Kentucky was erected. A very talented
amateur actor, he has always taken
a great interest in things theatrical,
and has always hoped to make the
business end of the profession his
vocation, some time, and the management of the Kentucky seems to he
a step in that direction.

From Fuck. Copyrighted, 1907.
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OHIO TO DECLARE SECOND WARRANT'
DEAL IS. CLOSED
FOR SKYSCRAPER FOR FAVORITE SON FOR W. M. MITCHELL

SOLUTION

TO

SITUATION

City Treasurer Dorian, City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr., and License inspector George Lehuhard
area triumvirate of city officiate vitally interested in the single evasion
of the license ordinance that is testing their ingenuity to overcome.
Treasurer Dorian is interested because the evasion affects the city
Purse; City Solicitor Campbell is interested because the evasion presents
a shrewd legal problem', and Inspector Hehnhard is interested because
he has done his duty in collecting the
license with the single exception.
The cause of all this worry is the
failure of the loan companies in the
city to pay the license.
Along with the high license provided for bucket shops, the license
committee in drawing up the new ordinance last year, placed a license of
*50.0 against loan companies. This
just doubled the former license and
the loan companies promptly balked.
Their attitude now is something like
"If you don't like It you can lump
it." They said they wouldn't pay
it and they haven't. There are some
five of these loan companies in the
city and they are flourishing. The
general council thought loan compass
les were in the class with bucket
shops and the license was made so
high for the purpose of exterminating
rather than for revenue.

First National Prepared to Cincinnati Organization Will Mayor Yeiser Protests When
The Inability of the city to collect
Move Temporarily to 113 Support Taft For President He is Dismissed for Sunday the license resides in the ability of
North Thir4.While its New old Foraker Fort Senator-- Selling in the Police Court the loan companies to re-arrange
their business so that the ordinance
This Morning
Settles That State
Home is Being Built
could
not
cover
their
cases,
THIRD STREET AND BROADWAY. ALL IS HAJFLMONY

As exclusively forecasted in The
Sun, the directors of the First National bank, at a special meeting
called for that purpose yesterday afternoon passed a 'resolution awarding the contract for the construction
of its proposed 10-stery Third street
and' Broadway building, to the Southern Construction company, of St.
Louis, the lowest bidder. The bid
was $123,500.
Work on the structure will be
started at once, and it is hoped will
be completed within nine or ten
months. The hank has rented the
building at 113 North Third street',
from the George 0. Hart Hardware
company, foretemporavy quarters.and
will remove the bank fixtures from
JUST A LITTLE PREMATURE.
the present quarters at once. ConActivity among local Democrat* In tractor Weikel will build a tempofixing up a slate to be elected by the rary vault in the Hart building, the
general council next December, seems contract having been awarded
toto ignore the fact that, whether or day.
not the general council Is Democratic
The building will be the first
in December depends on the outcome
skyscraper In western Kentucky, and
of the general election in November.
will be built on the most modern and
The present Democratic majority is
approved plans.
one. Councilman Eugene Tuttle, of
the Fifth ward, was appointed to fill
Suburban Jumps Track.
a vacancy until a successor could be
May 9.--- Fifteen or more
Chicago,
elected, and the same applies In the
injured, some seriously,
were
people
ease of Alderman F. B. Smith. Their
successors, elected in November will today when a Chicago, Burlington
assume their seats Immediately, In- & Quincy train, heavily laden with
stead of in January. Should the Re- city bound passengers, jumped the
publicans he successful, they
will track at Millard avenue. The engine
have a Majority of one on joint bal- was running at a high rate of speed
and struck an obstruction.
lot.

MORE WILL

ONCE

Cincinnati May 9.—Taft for president, Foraker for United States senator, A. L. Harris for, governor, is
the program advised by George B.
Cox, former Republican leader of
Hamilton county, in an interview this
morning. He advocates this In the
interest of party harmony.

PLEAD

HIS

ACQUITTAL.

"By the eternal! I won't stand
for this," vehemently declared Mayor
Yelser this morning, when W. M.
Mitchell, saloonkeeper at 1000 North
Tenth street, was dismissed in police court on the charge of Sunday
selling.

The outburst from the mayor
When the attentien of Foraker brought the statement from City AtWas called to Cox's statement he torney Thomas Harrison, that he
said:
Would attend to the ease, and Mr.
"I have just read what Mr. Cox Harrison swore out another warrant
said. If I understand him correctly charging "selling and delivering."
he makes a specific recommendation
The case hinged on the testimony
to the Republicans of Ohio. as to of the defendant and Lottie Jacobs,
what their action shall be in the who keeps house three doors from
not the saloon. that Lottle purchased the
convention of next year. I am
sure that it calls for any response beer Saturday night and baid for it,
you
as
inasmuch
me
from
and that as she had no ice, Mitchell
seem to think ,it does, I will repeat graciously kept it until she wanted it.
that I don't want any political honThe original charge was preferred
ors at the hands of the Republicans
by Patrolmen Rogers and Hill, who
of Ohio except With their hearty ensaw Mitchell carry a basket from
dorsement. Therefore if what Cox
suggests and recommends should his saloon to bottle Jacob's house
meet with their approval no one will Sunday night. They entered the
support Secretary Taft more cordial- house and satisfied themselves that
the basket contained beer,
ly, than I shall."
On the statement of the principal
witnesses Judge Cross dismissed the
defendant.
The patrolmen threatened to take
the case before the grand jury and
Mayor Yelmer said he would employ
a lawyer to prosecute the ease If
necessary.
It is understood a plea of acquitThe board of park commissioners tal will be entered.
met yesterday afternoon to consider

BOTH PARKS WILL
BE HURRIED UP

matters in connection with the work
being done on Lang park and to con-

Mayor Yeiser Will Flee Before
Deluge of Republican Votes'

sider

plane

for

park

at

Tenth

Broadway.

Work

the

proposed

street
on

and
Lang

No one ever questioned the loyalty ence to politics, and plunged into park has been retarded by the deof Mayor Yeiser's -Democracy, but the primary campaign In the hope of lay In getting sufficient dirt to properly grade the park, due to the infew people credited him with a feel- picking a winning caneldate. It is
clement weather, and the commisYeteer's
first
Mayor
that
ing so intense, as to Induce him to now history
sioners expect, as soon as good
choice Was scratched and his second
dispose of his home in Paducah and
weather sets in, to rush the work to
now
eviis
nut,
It
pulled.
beet bet
completion. The work on the park at
fly before the gathering storm of Redent that Mayor Yelser was prepar- Tenth street and Broadway will be
Plihnean votes. Mayor Yelaer has ing for Paducah to go Republican,
deleeed, until after the paving of
been spending his summers at the for a large porch has been built on Broadway, to Eleventh street. is
home of his brother-In-law, Captain Captain Brown's residence on the done, bet the park commissioners
Brown, on the hill beyond Wallace bill, and it Is probable that Mayor plan to have both park» completed
Park, and his winter* in Paducah. Yelater will camp there, at least, until this summer.
Mayor Yelser's term of office expires cold weather et in. He has sold
January 1, and It ha* been known his 'town house, and it is riinioreti
Mayor kYeltetr sold hie home. 226
that the mayor was greatly concern- that Arcadia soon will be incorporNorth Fourth street, to II Gecko':
ed about the polities of his succes- cited with a Democratic majority and
but says he will live In the city next
sor. So great was 'hie concern. that that D, A. Yelicer will he elected Its
winter, probably building.
he threw 4,side his wonted indiger- first mayor.

which
seems
exhaustless.
The
ordinance
says
that
companies,
persons
or
corporations
doing a money lending business on
chattels, shall pay a license of $540.
This covered the case at the time
the ordinance was passed, but the
loan companies have found a way to
evade the provision.' They simply
do not lend money on security at all.
The principle of the loan companies
is the same though the form is
slightly different among them
How can they afford to lend money
without security? A reporter for The
Sun talking with three of the managers of loan companies and found
them readily discussing their position.

"We lose money eccaslonally."
said one manager, "but we know
nearly everybody in the city who borrows money and we know how far to
trust them. Most of our loans are
small and it is true that we get a
large per cent interest, but where
else could they get the accommodation which we give them? The banks
won't lend money in those amounts.
Our patrons need the money and the
loan companies are the natural result. We are willing to pay a reasonable license.
"We have our loans arranged so
that neither the borrowers could
fall to fulfil their contract, nor the
city legal department interfere. Authorities have persecuted loan companies in other cities but they still
tio business and we will be doing
business here in spite of the high
license* Then the state comes along
and asks a license. We paid both
as long as they were reasonable, but
not now."
Meanwhile the city is losing a
Possible $2,00.0 from the five merman
Ira under the ordinance, and the legal department does not think that
the companies can be reached as the
ordinance now reads. And the lack
Leaving his wife and three chil- of stability .of form of the companies
dren, the oldest of whom is seven would make It difficult to frame an
years old. Charles Anglin, CU South ordinance that would cover them.
Sixth street. it street exhorter and Inspector Lehnhard is philosophical;
house painter, disappeared last Fri- Treasurer Dorian is waiting. and Soday after completing a contract, licitor Campbell is thinking hard.
which he and his partner, named'
Ralph entered on together. Ralph
Paris, May 9.— Kurino, the Japsays Anglin drew the money for the anese minieter, in an interview towork and got a new suit of clothes. day, Is quoted as making the ImportThat is as far as his knowledge ex- ant statement that the series of
tends
Mrs. Anglin has appealed to treaties between
Great Britain,
the police and Charity club.
France, Resets and Japan, guaranteeing the territorial status quo in the
far east, implied an agreement to
GRAIN MARKET.
Cincinnati, May 9.—Wheat,
prevent other countries from see
114 1-2; cattle ISti 1-2; oats, 4.4.
quiring territory *GM

LEAVES HIS WIFE
AND LITTLE ONES

•

ele

TIIE PADUCAH EVENINer SUN.
l'FRIOSITY

BANKRUPT SALL

THURSDAY, MAY V.

O'BRIEN RUNS

Leeds to Isveatigation and Tnith.
What shall we do to be saved?
was the title of one of Robert IngerThe Bankrupt Stock of Max J. Michelson, bought at 37 lie
soll'a lectures. People of faith and TRIES UNFAIR TACTIO3 ANIII IS
people of no faith flocked to hear
BEATEN IN 20 TAME ROUNDS.
on the dollar, is now Wing sold at prices unheard of. The stock
it. Thousands are askiug, "What
consists of Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Caps and Gents' Furnishing
shall I do to get rid of dandruff.
Goods. Don't fail to give us a call.
falling hair and finally
baldness:
Crowd Jeers Philadelphian, Enda
and the only thing that will do it Is
while ('hain! • , and All
Newilro's
Herpicide. That is the
Bets Are Off.
very latest discovery of the laboratory, and it is the °ply preparation
J. J. Newman, Sale Manager.
that claims to, or that will, kill the
pestiferous dandruff germ. It also
Los Angeles, Cal., May 9.--Tomm)
anKnallan.
412111111121111111.11116
Is e delightful hair-dressing, free Burns of Los Angeles, won the heavyfrom oft or greatie, or sticky sub- -weight championship of the
world
stances.
Try it and be convinced from "Philadelphia Jack" O'Brien
;
of its actual merit. Sold by lead- last night after 20 rounds of fighting
ing slr'uggists. Send 'lac in stamps that was for the most part a foot
Good Health in the Home
for sample to The Herpicide Co., De- race.
troit. Mich. W. B. McPherson, Sno•
depends largely on its sanitary equipment. You should
O'Brien ran away from Burns from
be
dal agent.
the first round to the finish and only
exceedingly careful to have
•
occasionally was the latter able to
the bathroom as thoroughly modern as it
overtake him. Then O'Brien invariais possible to rude it.
bly clinched with Burns and held on
-We can solve the plumbing question for
udtil the referee pried them apart.
you by having our skilled plumbers install
The crowd
hooted
and jeered
O'Brien as he raced about the ring.
The signature of.* efattryj-on a package means more to you than you would imagine.
-satargare Porcelain Enameled Plumbing
RIOTING IN SAN
FRANCISCO But very few
blows of any vigor
Fixtures. A :Standard' Modern Bathmeans delicious flavor.
It
ENIXS FOR A TIME. were lea
by either man and neith.room will add a wealth of health to your
It means the crispiest. tenderest breakfast food you ever ate.
er suffered
any apparent damage.
home and will increase its selling value as
Both of Olaien's eyes were damaged
It Means the original—the genuine Toasted Corn Flakes.
well. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
Police Manifested a Disposition Yes- and Lis lips cut open, but Burns had
Ten years were spent in perfecting this most delicious of all breakfast foods.
scarcely a scratch.
terday To Enforce the Laws
E•
It was placed on the market a little more than a year ago.
Burns chased his man around the
A'igorously.
C
ring, O'Brien running as if in terror
But its success is phenomenal, because the flavor is just the kind that pleas-s everyone—that
of his antagonist. Now
and then
no one ever grows tired of.
Burns would overtake him and beat
San Francisco May 9.— Late yes- him
Now the imitators claim to have equalled in a fe,
a
, months what it has taken us years to perfect.
in the back.
IIIIIIMOIMIMItlinere.,S2291111111111111.111.1111111F terday afterno
on two cars manned
Commo
"Imposs
says.
sense
n
For
the
flavorin
ible.
g process is secret. It cannot be reproduced.
O'Brien Gets in Few Taps.
by strike breakers left the car barn
IO'Brien landed many light blows
So. when you buy -corn flake.," be sure and look for the above signature on the package. Else
at Oak and Broderick streets, going
you may unknowingly accept One of the many worthless imitations.
west toward the Ocean beach. The at long range on Burns' head and
ears finished the trips at 4:40 and face, during his capers about the enAll grocers keep the
were absolutely
were run into the barns. The trip closure, but they
If you are charged 51.50 for conwithout effect. Clinches were frewas made without much difficulty.
nection with 900 subscribers what should
At one point a man in a buggy quent. The referee had the greatest
you pay for 3,000 subscribers.
pulled a pistol, but a dozen police- difficulty in prying them apart, or
men were after him before he had rather, prying O'Brien loose from
Call 300 for Contract Department.
time to shoot. The man dropped the Burns. The referee cautioned O'Brien
repeatedly about his holding teeth%
gun and ran, but was captured.
and finally told Aim he must stop it.
At another place a carpenter workJack occasionally attempted
uning on a building threw.a hatchet at
fair tactics by holding Burns' head
one of the cars. He was a prisoner
under his arm and trying to use his
in less than a minute.
elbow.
A telephone lineman driving
a
The twentieth and final round was
wagon blocked the cars and tried to
What Bread is Mud.' Of.
on the subject.
hit a mounted policeman with a pair as tame as the others.
The school mistress had been atBefore the beginning of the fight,
"Charley," ehe said to the boy near- of heavy pliers. He was clubbed into
tempting. in vain by means of a est her, "tell me what bread is made submission and arrested
the referee declared rail bets off un.
lengthy lecture to hake her scholars of."
Battle Creek Toasted Corn Flake Co.
The temper of the police was rad- der instructions from Manager Cagrasp the names of the varlints in- The boy InstantIY obliged.
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
ically different from that of yester- rey of the Athletic club. The referee
gredients that go towaard the mak- • "Please,
day. Today they showed a disposi- said he was unable to give reasons
miss,"
he
answered
ing of a icsat of bread.
tion to watch the ears and prevent for this action.
eagerly, "holes and crumbs."
TOASTED CORN
the
union sympathizers from throwAt length she sent one of the childFLAKE CO
—Vire can sell your house on JefBarTLE
ing missiles. Each ear ,was manned
ren to the village baker to fetch a
CREEK,HICH.
Fat income of some authors are
by half a dozen men, none of whom ferson street. We have a customer
loaf and on its arrival she held, it up due to the
;MIMI
judicious use of writing were
F1
for the or six room house east of
armed.
and began once more to describe
its pads.
Eighteenth on Jefferson. Will pay
manufacture.
('
Real
It's easier for a married man to $3,300 to $4,000
Then, after half an hour's earnest
When he has nothing to growl
Estate and Rentalla, Trueheart 131dg, rosin, derived apparently from eelstop
runawa
a
y
horseethan his wife's
talk, she ventured to queetion them
tai coniferous trees. The condiabout the pessimist has a bad day.
Both Phones 1:47.
tongue.
tions under which It oe,eurs in Santo
Domingo do not appear to differ substantially from the Baltic sea coast.
Buy your Lumber, Sashes, Shingles
It is found near Santiago City, asso
and Mouldings from
'elated with. lignite, sandstones% and
conglomerates. These beds probabNational League.
ly belong to the oligocene formation
RH E and are found
containing amber at a
New York ,
4 9 1 number of places
on the north coast,
and save your money, for it is not the
Pittsburg
0 4 1 as well
The blood and skin are so closely connected that whatever
as on both flanks of the
money you make but the money you
Batteries—Mathewson and Bresnaaffects the one has a corresMonte Cristi.range. It also freponding effect on the other. When the blood is
save
that counts.
han;
Llefield and Phelps.
pure
quently occurs in the streams flowsmooth, and free from all eruptions; but when the and healthy the skin will be soft,
blood becomes infected with some
ing through these beds. The amber
Both Phones 1276.
Tenth and Monroe Sts.
unhealthy humor the effect is shown by rashes, erupti
R H E Is usually In ovate
ons, boils and pimples, or other disfiglumps,
from
the
uring and annoying skin disease.
Philadelphia
4 11 2 size
of a pea to a man's fist, often
St. Louis
The skin is provided with countless pores and gland
6 13 1 flattene
d, dull on the exterior, being
s
which
act as a drainage
Batteries—Sparks, Moran, McQuilsystem to rid the body of impurities through the
covered with a kind of brownish
perspi
ration
that
is
consta
ntly passing len and Jacklitsch.; McGlynn and
through these little tubes. There are other gland
crust
s that pour out on the skin an oily Noonan.

123 SOUTH SECOND ST.

What This
Silmature Means

CARS RUN

D. Hannan

'This Sum Is So Hard to Do"

GENUINE

TO STED
CORN
FL KES

EASTTENNESFE
ti.curpoRLEPHONECO.

TOASTED
CORN
FLAKES
11011111411

HUMORS IN THE BLOOD

NEED LUMBER?

BASEBALL NEWS

"Coming of Warm Weather Forces Th
em Out,
Causing Itching, Burning Skin Erupti
ons.

The Fooks.Acree Lumber Co.

substance to keep it soft and pliable otherwise itawa
ld
exposure to wind and sun. When ;he blood becomes become hard and dry from constant
James J. Hill is saienever to lock
R H
thrown off through the pores and glands, burning andfilled with humors and acids these are Boston
his office desk and allows none of
6
8
1
irritat
ing the skin and drying up the
his immediate employes to lock his.
natural oils so that we have not only Acne, Eczema,
.0 0 4
Salt Rheum, etc., but such dry scaly Cincinnati
skin eruptions as Tetter, Psoriasis and kindred
Batterie"—Pfeffer ad Brown; Matroubles.
son and &hlel.
These humors find their way into the
blood through a disordered or deranged conS.8.8. DROVE THE HUMOR OUT.•
FLOWERS
Gentlemen: Some two years ago I suffered a great
RHE
dition of the system. There is a certain
deal,
For beautifying your yards and
caused on amount of a humor in the blood; small
Brookl
yn
4
8
7
or
estinettes on flower beds we
amount of waste or refuse matter collected pimples broke out over my body and kept gettingrash
worse Chicago
12 16 1
will call and nee you. Phone
in the body every day. This is useless in day by day for over a year.. Seeing S. S. S. advertised in Ilatteries---.8tricklett,
Sete:nails Bros. for toe largest
the paper and having also heard it had cured
Bergen and
several
peoand most complete stock of
nourishing or keeping the system in health, ple in this city, concluded to try it. After using the
med- Butler; Brown and Kling.
Powers and plants in the city.
icine I was entirely cured, and am very glad
and nature intends that it shall find an out- It.
to recommend
Free delivery to any
1020 Clay St., Paducah, Ky.
EDW. W. LONC1.
let through the channels of bodily waste.
Americas League.
part of the city.
St. Louis-Detroit—Rainf no game
As long as these members perform their
FOUND A CURE FOR POISON OAK.
SCHMAUS BROS.
Gentlemen: After having tried for six years to
duties properly the blood remains pure and cure
find a
Bi.th 1Phorteei 192.
for Poison Oak, from which I was a great sufferer
RHR
free from infection; but when from any was told by a friend to try S. S. R. It entirely cured , I
Chicago
.me
9
cause they become dull and sluggish, this and gave me excellent health. There is no remedy for a Cleveland
bad condition of the blood like S. H. S., am. you
7 7 3
have
If
refuse matter is left to sour and be taken S. S. S. a positive cure for Poison Oak.
Batteries--Altrock. Fiene and McDanville, Ky.
into the blood in the form of humors and
J. E. WISEMAN.
Farland; Moore, Joss, Wakefield and
poisons. The skin is a perfect index to the blood;
Clarke.
when
ease, or pimples, rashes, eruptions, blotches, etc., consta we see one afflicted with a skin disBOTH PHON
ass.
ntly appearing, we know that down
American Association.
deep in the blood a humor has taken root, and instea
d of supplying nourishment and strength Minneapolis
to Lb fine, delicate tissues of the skin, it is pouring
out its acid and unhealthy accumulations. Columbes
.The skin is not only affected by the humors genera
ted within the system, but poisons
from without, such as Poison Oak and Ivy, Nettle
Rash, etc., as well as poisons from metals, St. Paul
If you haven't seen
acids, etc., enter through the open pores and glands,
and so thoroughly do they take root in Toledo
the blood that they are ever present, or return from
year to year to annoy the sufferer.
Kansas City
The treatment of skin diseases with salves, washes, lotion
10
s, etc., is along the wrong line. Indianapolis
True such treatment relieves some of the itching and
2
discomfort, and aids in keeping the
skin clean, but it does not reach the real cause of
the trouble, and at best such things are Milwaukee
3
The Original
only palliative and soothing.
Louisville
0
A thorough cleansing of the blood is the
You have never seen
Where Amber Is Found.
only cure for humors in the blood. S. S. S., a
(From Maxwell's Talisman.)
gentle acting, safe blood purifier, made ,entirely
Santo Domingo Is one of the few
of vegetable ingredleata from nature's forests
places In the world where amber ocand fields, is the proper treatment. S. S. S. curs in any
quantity. The bulk of
With an
•
•
goes down into the circulation and neutralizes the supply comes from the
vicinity
the acids and humors, thoroughly claming Konigsberg, on the Baltic sea coastof
and purifying the blood, and curing skin diseases There it occurs In the lower olio•
15 Weeks in New York
and affections of every kind. It supplies to the cone, and appears to .have deposited
blood the fresh, nutritive qualities necessary to sustain
the skin and all other parts of' the originally in glauconitic beds of cl,y, Now
playing The Garrick, St.
body, and rids the blood of any and all poisons. S. S. S.
was afterwards eroded
by
cures E4aenut: Tetter, Acne, Psori- which
wave action and the amber distribut- Louis; from' here to the Mary
asis, Salt Rhefim, Poison Oak and Ivy, Nettle Rash and all
boolt on skin diseases and any medical :rivice det;ireti forni troubles of the skin. 4 Special ed. though much Of it is taken from Anderson, Louisville, Ky.
hed hy our physicians without beds in which it
was originally declarge to all who write.
Priem BSc, Sic, ribc. nr. $1, $1.
50
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPAIllf ATLI4IITA, GA.
posited. AnibiT is !gawky fossilized
beats on sale Sattlidala v., in-

The Handiest Thing Around the Home,
A 600d Working Telephone
Use the Home Telephone. It gives the
service.

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc.
Business
Residence Phone

per month
per month

Cbe Kentucky

Early Times

Monday Night, May 13

Etienne Girardot

Charley's Aunt

PURELY VEGETABLE

•

Unexcelled Supporting Company

And

•

Jack Beam
Is not bottled just aS soon as it
attains the required four years of
age, but it enjoys the full eight
year bonded period and is not
bottled until it is eight years old.
Watch the stamp—it protects you.
......•••••••••

4 •

•
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TIT7 PADUCAH VA-ENING SUN

SENATE CONCURS
IN LOCAL OPTION

ODITIMET

Irr 0
, rcoLipt.r,,
11•1486.0 4 rO

C

• you weed a, new ea2113et'a 4,11 tool

do you not? you31, Voo-v wiet not
pee' eifee meeting you)z, piends
you don't eeolhe it nieeey in a mkt
ea,413et o4, 'tug. CHOC eet /IS do
you °LA eaVi3ets and 'tugs Mat iiii
otake yowl, Voovs eook as, Ieattti,pig as a iiee4 06 clasies.

(31,'PAUX/AT I MYILINN T
BEING IN I'ESTIGAT

washiagtou, D. C.. May 9.— Mrs.
Elizabeth Fairfax Ayred, wife of
Lieut. tCol, Cbaeles U. Ayres, of the
Eighth cavalry, Mut precipitated an
investightion of the action of Col.
Illinois Measure Will Sam Go Robert Lee Hoene, commandant of
cadets at West Point, in forbidding
to Governor
young women who visited the academy on Easter Sunday to wear cadet
overcoats. Col. Stephen C. Mills, of
Anti-Saloon Lynette Expects to'Close
the inspector general's department,
1,500 Seloeas Oetside Large
is conducting the investigation in acles.
(it
cordance with orders given by secretary Taft.
Mrs. Ayres is said to be mixed up
SOME OF ITS LIVE FEATVEES. In the affair through criticisms made
of Col. Howze in letters she addressed to the president, Gen. J. Franklin Bell, chief of staff, and other
Springfield, Jll,, May 9.--When the
high officials of the war department.
bill,
senate met the local option
She is a "Fairfax of Virginia" and
which the house in passing had
has a son in the cadet corps of the
amended, was reported in for action.
academy. Her daughter was presSenator Berry, who had introduced
ent at dress parade on Easter Sunit, explained that the amendments
day, when the now historic "cadet
which the house had tacked to it
overcoat" incident took place.
wsre merely for the purpose of a
TThe weather on that day was raw
of
the
better definition of some
and blustery, and some of the gallant
terms used, such as township and
young soldiers persuaded their girl
precinct.
_friends to don their overcoats during
After his explanation the seilate
the party. Col. Howze observed this
immediately voted to concur in the
infraction of military discipline and
amendinents, and the bill, as soon as
called attention to the regulations of
engrossed, will be laid before the
the academy which prohibit cadets
governor for his signature, thus putfrom loaning their coats or any othting an end, temporarily at least, to
er portions of their uniforms at any
the political issue which has caused
time or under any circumstances.
more and more trouble in each sucIn addition he ordered one of the
ceeding session of the legislature,
police sergeants of teh academy to
and which was destined to cause still
request the young women to remove
more if it had not been settled.
the coats forthwith. The order was
The act, as it will become a law
obeyed, but not without resentment
July 1, does not represent the exfrom the cadets as well as from the
treme hopes of the temperance peoyoung women.
ple, who desired an enactment which
It will be impossible for any acwould permit the people of counties
tion to be taken in the case of Mrs.
as well as townships to vote on the
Ayres should Col. Mills t7phold the
saloon question, and which would
course of Col. Howze, but the Intlgive the same privilege to precincts
dent is likely in this case to be emand wards in cities and towns. This
barrassing for her husband. Lieut.
act will permit the people of townCol. Ayres Is now on his way from BEINGS DEATH AND DESTRUCships. cities, towns, and villages, and
TION IN KANSAS CITY.
the Philippines to the United Mates
in counties not under township or-

TERRIBLE BLAZE

heads of association tobacco Wedneshogsday, as follows: Seventeen
heads leaf at $9.50; 15 at $9; 12 at
$8.50; one at $8. The lugs brought
the following prices: One hogshead at
OSCAR HANK GETS let HOGS. $S; one at $7; 13 at $6.75; 27 at
HEADS AT MAVFIElsD.
$6.25; and 5 at $6. There have been
about 1 000 hogsbeads prized and
ready for sale, yet including these 94
hogsheads which are mentioned in
One Thousand Prized and One Hau.
this article, only 157 hogsheaes have
deed and Fifty Disposed of Ily a
so far been sold on this market.
Association,

ganization, to vote whether or not
—Do you own a house or a lot
they want saloons.
within a radius of five blocks of the One Dead, Six Missing and Flftees
With It the officials -of the Antipost office? If you have a good brick
injured Is Itecind of a leownSaloon league have said it will be
house in desirable location and worth
Osten Five.
possible to close at least 1,5041 Sa$6,000 we can sell it. We have a cuslOODS,
tomer waiting now. Both Phones
Will Not Affect Chicago.
127, H. C. Hollins, Trueheart BuildKansa 1:'.y, May 9.--- One deal,
Inasmuch as the ward and precinct
six missieg, 16 injured, anti a ptopclauses of the bill were stricken out
when Senator Berry framed the comIf you have more money than you erty loss of a quartee million of dolpromise measure which has been need you will also have more friends lars, a:e the resulte of a fire which
passed, the bill will not affect Chi- than you neei.
destroyed the Universit3• building
cago. Because of the fact that the
last evening. The building was oc• "How do you thing stolen kisses
coenty feature also was stricken out.
Two-thirds of your sympathy isn't cupled by Montgomery Ward ee cornought to quility of mind?" Not judgIt will have little or no effect on appreciated .2114 the other third Is patty as offices and by numerous artMayfield, Ky., May 9.—Mr, Oscar lig Ice the population of Cubic"—
many of the larger cake of the state, wasted.
iets and musicians who lost ever
Hank, of Paducah bought 94 hogs- Washington Star.
unless these cities by their own vote
decide to abolish salootis.
Where township lines are so laid
that the votes of the people in the
PearS' Soap Friday
I country can affect the vote of a part
lof the city, or where the township
overshadows the Incorporated town,
50c Tape Girgle Frithen the votes of the people outside
day, pair
LiJ
....
the corporate limits will have weight
There are well made linen
In deciding and may decide whether
tape girdles.
or not that town shall have saloon:3.
25e Persian Lawia
In brief, the act provides that one9C
Friday, yard_....
fourth of the legal votere of any
township, city, incorporated town or
village, may petition for the submission of the saloon question. This
vote becomes opt retire within thirty
days after it has been had. Provisions, are made for safeguarding the
signatures of a petition for submission of tile question.
If the voters of the locality vote
against saloons, the dram shops go
out of business, are paid a rebate to
cover the value of their unexpired
license, and the question of having
saloons may not be submitted again
for eighteen months.
Selling, liquor in anti-saloon territory is made punishable by a fine of
from $20 to $141eS or imprisonment
for thti-Fty days for the first offense,
The values we offer here positively can't be bought at wholeand a second offense carries a jail
sentence with a larger flue.
sale today for what we offer them to you.

BIG SALE

AN UNSEEN DANGER
VINOD
TO GUARD'SHIPS against the unseen dangers at sea.I
the United States Government maintains lighthouses.

To guard your home against the unseen dangers of food products,the Government has enacted a pure food law. The
law compels the manufacturers of baking
powder to print the _ingredients on the
label of each can.
The Government has made the 144ke1 your protection—
so that you can avoid alum —readit carefully, if it doss out
say pure 'ream of tartar nand it back and

thing.
of life. Did they know in those days
George De Mare, aged 32, an art the Barlow—the Billy Barlow knife?
Why, I camg across some Barlow
Instructor, is knowu to be dead.
Among the missing is Miss Maud last summer. I had not seen any
Witteborne, a piano teacher, as; [or years, and I laid in a supply at
seen at the window of her studio on once. And yet, when 1 came to look
the fifth floor.
up the origin of the Barlow knife,
The injured are: Miss Alexandria the Century gave me absolutely no
Blumberg, a Russian countess, may help. ,Maybe some
can,
reader
die; Maude Speyer, Mrs. Eva Se though, for the letters have begun
Boyle, Sheridan, Mo.; J. M. Kranich- to come to the Week-end column.
field, a fireman; William Van Du- Well, if such reader can give me- some
Fen, a fireman; Peter KaragaarJ,
account of "The Origin of Species,"
vloen teacher.
so far as the Barlow goes, I in turn
boy"
will gladden many an "old
The Barlow Knife.
heart by telling him about the geneFor, with all due respect to the sis of that Barlow knife he prized
great century dictionary, I must say years ago.—Pittsburg Dispatch.
it does not satisfy me when it deals
with knives. eeow, I appeal to my
readers who were boys, well, some
years age—about the time I was of
that age—when in fact a knife meant
more to them than all the problems

DRY GOODS &
CARPETS

qgC

Moonlight
Excursion

iEs
IL

7'HESTORE
OF THE.PEOPLE
THE. DAYLIGHT STOKE.

—Farm wanted at once. Not leg*
than NO nor more thin 100 acres
within nine or ten miles of city, ('all
us at once. H. C. Hollins, Trueheart
Building, Roth Phones 127:

can of Borated Talcum Powder.
5C
1 lot 25c and 50e Collars,
silk, linen and embroidered, turnovers and
stocks, Friday......_____10C
Big specials in Damask

We offer tomorrow some of the most useful things, such as Table Linens, Towels, Lawns,

Swisses, Ladies' Vests, etc. We feel quite sure the people will be glad to get this class of
goods, for just now the mai:et is very high and still rising, but, as you know, we bought many
months ago and can give you values that cant be equaled elsewhere.
COME OUT FRIDAY AND VISIT US.

Table Linen

72 in. Bleached Table Damask, worth $1.49 yard,
Friday
70 in. Silver Bleached Table Damask, $1.49 value,
Friday
66 in. silver Bleach Table Dames, worth $1.00,
Friday
64 in. Silver Bleach Table Damask, worth 75e,
Friday
69 in. Silver Bleach Table Damask, worth 85c,
Friday ._____
64 and 62 in. Silver Bleach Table Damask. worth 75e,
Friday

FIVE OR SIX ROOM RESIDENCE
WANTICD.
We have a linyCr for a five or sis
Mont residenee
between Broadway
and Trimble street. Your bowie may
extletly ell the requirements. Submit
your offers at once, to H. C. Hornwit,
Real FAtiLe And Rentals, Traeheart
Roth Phones 127.

Leaves wharf at 8 p. m. and returns
at 11:40. There will positively be no
improper characters alloyed on this
trip.

Good music and lots of dancing: a
grand time guaranteed to all.

His flood Time.
Recently
a Washingtonian, in
conversation with "011ie" James, the
gigantic and genial congressman
from Kentucky, made certain Inquiries with reference to
a
mutual
friend whom he had not seen for a
number of years--a Colonel P., of
the state mentioned.
"And how does my old friend, the
nolonel, spend his fleeting years?"
asked the Washingtonian.
"tleautifully, sir. beautifully." answered James. "He has a fine farm,
sir. And a string of trotters, sir.
And a barrel of whisky sixteen years
old, and a wife of the same age, sir."
--Lippincott's.
"He's in a very shady line etbas(fleas."
"What is It?"
"Awnings." --Philadelphia

89c

ease extra heavy H. S. Damask Towels. worth 35e,
Friday as long as they last, each........
1

1 lot colored Swisses, fancy Wined patterns, very new
goods and a very good 25c value, Friday, yard.

5C
18C

1 lot Barred Dimity, new designs, best value and pretty patterns. A grade that is worth 20e,

63c
49c

eneli..

...

....

35c
15c
"Mc

15c

Ladies' Ribbed Vests
10 dozen extra good grade of 25c lisle 'eat, silk ribbon tape,
some colored silk embrAdered, to close out Friday
at, each ....._
1 lot of Summer Union Suits .for ladies, the regular The
grade, Friday only, suit.

...
H. S. Damask ToWels

•

All Linen Crash—Extra good value Friday in all linen crash
toweling for
1 OC, 12W4 and 15C yard
1 case of Scotch Lawns, good fast colors, good designs,
very OA quality, yard

Bath ToWels
Ashetetes ribbed bath towel, sizes 20x46,
apix3ial
Extr heavy bath towels, sizes 23x46, worth 50c,
Friday, each
Extra good bath towel 13x32, special
Friday
A good bath towel 16x33, Friday
special

Little things that you need at a big saving.

3,c

3 Big Muslin Underwear Specials
1 lot (awe Trimmed Gowns, the kind you alway pay a
dollar for, Friday. _
1 lot of extra good Embroidery Trimmed Drawers,
best value for The, Friday .
.1 lot H S. Tucked Drawers, a splendid 50c value,
going Friday at .

69c
69c
39c

New Belts, Bags, Combs,'Buckles, Ribbons, Veil Pins and Sash Pins just received. If its
new its at Ogilvie's.

PAM ii0IPS.

turn

•
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evil, which curtails thesatthe tabucah %un. necessary
ural liberties and rights of man, and

JOE WALKER

IN THE SPRINGTINIE.
they argue that all . restrain is int This following simple preherently wrong.
which anyone can preBY THE SUN PUBLISNINO CO. Cardinal Gibbons, In his speech at pare at *Mime, is said to restore
INCORPORATED
New Orleans recently, gave us some
the Kidneys to perfect health, MAY 81.701:1133.15 It, F: I I 1.'11- It AS
P. H. FISHER. President
startling examples of "practical anforcing them to filter all poisGENE.11A.I.
N
B. .1. PAXTtail. General Manager.
arehists who have the good, old
ons and acids from the blood,
SUSISCRIPTION RATES•
overcoming Rheumatism, even
Anglo-Saxon love of law and order
antlered at the postoffIce at Paducah,
implanted in their hearts, but who
in its worst form.
Fifteen Dollars is by all odds the most popKy. as second class matter.
No CiMciul Word Rec.-lied concernIngeniously manage to differentiate
Any good druggist can supply
THAI DAILY Stri
lug change in Local Shops
ular price for a Man's Suit. To be sure many
these ingredients: Fluid
By Carrier, per week
10 between their private affairs and their
ExBy mall, per month, in advance.. 15 public duties, when he said:
Railroad Gossip.
tract Dandelion one-half ounce,
Men want good Suits for less money while other
By mall, per year, in advance....$2 50
"There is fur, instance, the anCompound Kargon one ounce,
THE WEEKLY SUN
archy
socialism
the
Sarsaparil
expressed
Compound
when
la
Syrup
For year. by mall, postage paid. $1.00
Men want to pay more.
it would make society headless, dimthree ounces. Shake these well
Address THE SUN, Paducah. $C.Y.
Neither Master Mechanic R. J.
persing all authority among its memin a bottle, and take a teaspoon- Turnbull
Fifteen Dollars is the favorite Suit price of
Office, 115 South Third.
Phone 158
nor General Foreman, R. E.
bers, vainly hoping in its dispersion
ful dose after each meal and at
k'ulmer
are
in the city today and no
Payne & Young, Chicago and New that the
million unite that go to
th.e larger class, however.
bedtime.
word as to the probable successor of
York, representatives.
make up society, each one different
'Your physician will tell you
Mr.
Fulmer could be gotten. HowTHE BUN can he found at the follow- In his habits, ambitions and talents,
We appreciate this fact and for this reason
there is no better or safer mixever considerable discussion
ing places:
as
would somehow coalesce and achieve
known
ture
cleanse
to
blood
the
FL D. Clements & Co.
we aim to sell the very
among the employes as to whom the
their deetiny automatically,
and build it up, which everyone
Van Cohn Bros,
place
would
given.
be
Many
are
of
"You have anarchy of wealth,
Palmer House.
should do at this time of year.
the opinion Mr. Joe Walker, at preswhich by its combinations and illegal
John Wilhelin's.
Readers of this paper can make
ent
the general foreman of the
exploitations would seek to make all
no mistake by following this
Princeton shops, on the Tennessee
things subject to its power; regardsimple though valuable advice.
division, will be given the vacancy
ing honor virtue and humanity ithere. Mr. Walker is a Paducah boy
self as mere'chattel
which it may
and a rising young man in railroad
purchase and its owners destroy.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
THURSDAY, MAY 9.
circles,
"We have anarchy of power, which
Palmer-A. G. Kimball, Chicago;
men will seek to purchase and attain
Moving Paint Shop.
We believe we have got them. We are told
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
Today the paint shop at the Illia place which G-ol or nature or man August Kern, St. Louis; C. F. ColApril, 1907.
never intended they should, and vine, Mt. Vernon 0.; G. L. Wyeth, nois Central railroad is being raised
so, at any rate, many times.
April 1_3895
April 16...3910 which, commonly obtained
they New York; Herman Wolf, Cincinnati: and placed on rollers, In preparation
April 17_3906 make an oliportunity for oppression James Hodge, Henderson; E. L. to moving it about 50 or 60 feet from
April 2...3900
Single and Double Breasted Styles in ChevBrown, Cairo; J. A. Battle, Nash- its present location
April 18...3908 and dishonesty.
April 3...3897
at the north end
iots, Serges, Worsteds and Mixtures oi all sorts.
April 4_3903
April 19_3905
"We have anarchy in the moral vine; E. Dozoma, West Point, Miss.; Qf the car shops. Should a fire start
April 24). _3935 order, when men will seek immunity F. 0. Peters Fort. Wayne, Ind.; J. from some of the combustible oils
April 5...3893
Tailoring, Trimmings and Cut of these ExDon
April 6...3892
April 22...3987 from punishment justly due to W. Gayle, Frankfort; H. B. Done car shop and other buildings
aldson,
Bowling
Green;
Owsley,
crimes
D.
committed
April 23...3896
by an appeal to
.April 8...3900
would be in immediate danger, and
cellent Suits are simply Faultless.
April 24...4097 maudlin sentiment, which neither law' Bartlesville, Okla.; 0. W. Bone, to avert anything of this character
April 9...3941
nations
unchangin
nor
of
the
g
law
of . 1-"isYtileApril re...3999
April 25... 411.5
the officials decided to move it. The
I Belvedere-- J. W. Martin, PhilaApril 26...4119 God can justify.
April 11...39441
work will require several days and
"We have anarchy in the religious dellihia; E. A. Butler, Salem; E. L.
April 12...3965
April 27...4125
Only Clothing Store That Carries the "UNION STORE CARD"
when the new location is reached a
Elam,
St.
Louis;
J. R. Duckworth,
within the walls of
April 13-4012
April 29...4155 sense, when
concrete floor will have to be laid.
April 15_3910
April 30...4132 Christendom, though Christ has giv- Memphis; Theo Hall, Nashville; W.
Railroad Gossip,
0. Butt Chicago; J. 0. Commodore,
Total
103,237 en in its completion a revelation and
Vacancies in the different departKybosh, Wis.; C. L. Hill, Mizeray.
Average for April, 19.06
4018 a definite exposition of the same, yeti
ments of 'the shops of the Illinois
men and women, too, will essay tol New Richmond-- R. J. Lynch, St.
Average for April, 1007
3971
Central
railroad are being filled. Yespreach the hallucinations of their Louis; S. Corley, Brookport; H. P.
terday a half a dozen of men were
own diseased minds, believing their Shepherd, Clarksville; Tom Haden,
47
ravings to be revelations and their Rock Castle; J. W. Barr, Ekron; R. put on the pay roll. These new men
CIOTH1E/jos
Personally appeared before me.
fill vacancies caused by the resigning
uncanny doctrines the outcome
of P. Johnson, Carmi, Ill.; George Jazthis May 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, genmun Elkhart, Inds A. Rost, Chica- of old employes the past several
divine insplration."
eral manager of The Sun, who afgo; G. L. Mathema, Clifton, Tenn.; weeks.
firms that the above statement of
Mr. A. F. Blaess, roadmaster og
The school board has made a good C. J. Farrell, Indianapolis; Miss W.
the circulation of The Sun for the selection
in the site for the new E. Peay, Kuttawa; Dr. J. C. Wood- the Louisville division, on the Illidren had he had any, but no heir is
Silent Smith's Will.
--$500 cash, balance LSO per
month of April, 194)7, is true to the south side
school house. Careful son, New Madrid, Mo.; T. B. Fields, nois Central railroad, is in the city
York, May 9.- By the terms expected.
New
month with interest. What have you
best of his knowledge and belief.
today on his regular trip.
study of the population to be reach-. Bucklin, Mo.
of the 'will of the lates James Henry
to seel in the way of
five to seven
PETER PURYEAR,
ed by the school has demonstrated' St. NIchelas-LE. F. Holmes, HenSmith ("Silent Smith"), read today
room house on these terms? Property
Fatal Rice With a Train.
Notary Public.
to the trustees that they have plac- derson; A. L. Graves, Wingo; A. 0. PVT STOLEN STAMPS ON TUBES after his burial, his widow receives
Asbury Park, N. J.
May
9.- must be located in good locality and
My COMMISSi011 expires January ed the building as near the center as Gerard, Smithland; S. H. Abell,
$3,000,000. George Grant Mason of While
worth the money asked. Would conracing
with
a
Jersey
Central
22, 1908.
practicable. They were in danger at Smithlarsd; T. Clements, Oscar; Phil Fortner Naval Inspector Testifies at New York, his nephew, receives twosider
South Side as far down as
railroad
train
between
Point Pleasant
Trial of Men Charged.
one time of bunching the school Potter, Louisville; H. Sterns, Boaz;
thirds of the residuary estate, valued
Sixth and Tennessee. It will cost you
and
Asbury
Park
today,
an
automoE.
B. Peeples, Boaz; G. R. Gosey,
houses. It is apparent that In makDaily Thought.
at 53010043,000.
bile in which Mrs. G. W. Boyce and nothing to investigate this profess'.
Pittsburg, _Pa., May 9.-The trial
Let me live grandly, seek the things ing this selection the trustee were Louisville; E. S. Stapp, Kivel.
A second nephew, W4Illam S. Ma- Miss A. Wilda Mass, of Point Pleas- ion and it may result in a quick sale.
of
J.
guided by nothing except the wind,
Jay Hutln, superintendent of
that Last,
son, of Evanston, Ill., receives the ant, were riding, was
overturned met We have both phones. Use them. No.
the Greenville
pie of doing what is best for th4 inAnd when earth's past:
mill of the other third of
Penitentiary for Life,
127, H. C. Hollins, Troeheart
the residuary estate.
Miss
Mass
was
instantly
killed, Mete
Shelby
terests
schools.
the
of
Steel Tube company, and
Stand---a crowned soul!
Frankfort, Ky., May 9.--The KenThe
total
estate
estimated
is
at
Boyce.
wife of an automobile dealer
And give. thee hack thy years, well
tucky court of appeals today affirmed Charles L. Close, attalstant superin$52,009,000.
In New York, was rendered unconPhiladelphia Chicago,
lived
Kansas the decision of the Knox county court tendent 'charged with conspiracy to
New Real Estate Agency.
All of the estate, of course, would scious and was taken to her home in
City and St. Louis are all after the sending 'Frank Ball, of Bell county, defraud the government by the alFor man and God.
Mr. J. L. Perryman has opened an
national Republican convention. Tui- to the sstate penttentlary for life leged Installation of defective boiler have gone to "Silent" Smith's chil- Point Pleasant,
-Henry Hallam Tweedy.
office for the real estate and insurtubes on many United States -battleas, Oklahoma, will have to get afor killing Jock Bolen
•
at Middiesance business in room 116, Fraternis
ships and cruisers, was continued tohustle on.
"OLD WOMAN'S" DARLING.
boro. Ball is a son of the sheriff of
ty Building. Old -Phone 489 A. New
day. T. Burd Zell, formerly a United
"Old man's" darling as a term of
Lee county, Va., and prominently
Phone 114. Any one having real esStates naval Inspector, said he knew
contempt, must give way to the "old
IN HUMOROUS VEIN,
connected in that state. After contate to sell would do well to list it,
Dunn and Close. the defendants, and Is a heri
woman's" darling of the later develge too sacred to be'experimented with. For her peculiar
viction he fled there, but was captwith him and any insurance given
and
also Frank L. Emmett. foreman of
opment In speculative matrimony.
Jones (rather proud of his pow- ured and returned
te
him would be appreciated. See what
its only medicines of known composition and which
for sentence.
conthe
tube
mills,
under indictment on
We have for example young :Wisner, ers as a linguist)-"And what do you
real estate he has to sell before you
rcotics, or other harmful or habit-forming
the same charge, who yesterday
who married the widow of the Cali- think of my Fiend'?" Flemish Maiddrugs
buy.
YOU
DON'T
ploy
HAVE
TO
The
WAIT
one
medicine
pleaded
which
guilty.
fornia multi-millionaire, and
Zell testified that his
fulfills all these requirewho en--"Eet is wonderful. Ze most wonEvery do e mates you ftelbetter. Laa.Fos
predecessor, H. W. Foster, had left Tents is_Dr_ Pierce's Favorite Prescription-a remedy wi_th_a record
now seeks a divorce in order to mar- derful French I evair heard."- Ally keeps your whole insides right.
of
Sold on the
Notice.
government stamps In his desk at over forty yew.; of cures to reconmend it ;
ry a "pretty blonde." He Is like the eloper's Half-Holiday,
money-back plan everywuere. Price 50 cent!.
a remedy, the makers of
We think we can save you money
Greenville, and that Emmett had which print its formuTa
gambler, who wins a pot with stack--on every bottle-wr_atiner_and attest its complete- op your concrete sidewalks.
We
broken open the desk and taken out
Strikes Breakers Shoot.
ed cards, and then goes against a
A "Frosty" First Night-"Are we
ness and correctness under oath.
,a remedy devised and a_dapted to wom- guarantee all ours and are ready at
faro lay-out. Mrs. Mizner may live alone?" asked one of the villains of
New York, May 9.-A report was the stamps, which were later fasten- an's delicate_
constitution by an educateraKsician-an experienced all times to give estimates. Come
to see the "pretty blonde" revenge the piece of his brother conspirator. received at police headquarters to- ed to defective tubes and shipped
specialist
in
woman's
diseases; a remedy, every ingredient of which has to see us at our office, 126 South
for
government use.
the outrages she has suffered.
"No, guv'nor," came a voice from the day that a steam launch loaded with
Fourth street, or phone us 490 over
received tkt written endorsement of the most eminent_
Young Carew, an actor, wed.s dear gallery, "but you will be tomorrow strike breakers in the long shoremedical writers the old
Phone.
old "Ellen Terry? There are pros- night."-London Tatler.
e several schools of practice for the cue of woman's peculiar
men's strike, opened fire on union Foori FAMINK NEAR AT DAWSON of all
...
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL.
pects of ultimate good In the "Old
diseases;
a, remedy ws_
strikers on the city dock at Canal
hic
as more bona:
fide cures to its credit thaiLeiLyi
Woman's" darling ideas that were
Potatoes
Are Selling at lib Cents a ether _sold by drugg_ts
•
Raynor---1 know, ol course, that street. Reserves from
all surround
or woman's special requirements. It is not
Make the most of the present -if
uttery lacking In the older form oflold Pragmatt is offensively positive,
Pound and Eggs a= a Care.
ing stations hurried to the scene.
given away in the form of "trial bottles" to be experime
nted with, but you are unable to exchange it.
marrying for money. Then it was that and controversial, but he's general
parents gave their daughters in mar- ly right, isn't he?
Dawson, Alaska, May 9.-Dawson Is sold at a fair price by all dealers in medicines,
11Psalliew4111.41121,1411rsamel
ARE YOU HALF RICK?
riage to decrepit bachelors or widwill
be unable to relieve the famine
Shyne---131ame,shim, yes! That's
Delicate,weak, nervous women should feeble women generally, Dr.
Pierce's
owers, with a "pile", figuring that a what makes him so offensive.- Chisituation at Fairbanks. as Dawson especially shun the use of alcoholic Favorite Prescription is the greatest
few years of bondage would be fully cago Tribune,
itself is shy on potatoes, eggs, lemons medicines which, from their stimulat- earthly boon, being unequaled as an A Great Number of People Are, At
This Season of the Year.
repaid the young thing by the dower
ing and exhilerating effects may seem, appetizing cordial and
oranges and other things.
restorative tonic.
for
which would eventually he hers.
a
time,
to
do
good,
but
which
from
Griggs-The idea of your letting
As a soothing and strengthening nerPotatoes are selling here at 1l.
Weather conditions not alone afThe "Old Woman's" darling idea your wife go round saying she made
cents a pound wholesale, eggs at $sS the inevitable effects of the alcohol in vine "Favorite Prescription" is unfect business they affect the betelth
shrinking tp the red corpuscles of the emialed and is invaluable
offers opportunity for the endowment a man of you! You don't hear my
a ease, lemons for $40 a case, and
in allaying
of the average person. Take a lone
blood are sure to do great and lasting and subduing nervous
of brains. The eaung scientist, the wife saying that.
excitability, iroranges $25.
the
harm
in
siege of inclement weather like ws
long run. Besides they ritability, nervous exhaustion,
young professional man or 'scholar,
Briggs-- No; but I heard her fellnervous
Navigation will open next week,
beget a craving for stimulants; which is prostration, neuralgia,
lacking means but possessing certain erg my wife that she did her
hysteria, spasms, are having and you find is host of
best.and Fairbanks will be relieved from most deplorable.
charms and social graces may win a Phi ladelphia Inquirer.
St:Vie:Ws dance, and other distressing, half sick el"oPle•
want by steamers which are to leave
Only invigorating and nerve strength- nervous symptoms commonly
wife, who figures low in the mortaliattendant ',brine days are the days of half
1 here about 'May 21.
ening effects can follow the use of this upon functional and
ty tables and high in the bank books,
organic disease of sick people -people just sick enough
Jou (at the 'phone) --Hello! Is
famous medicine for women. It can the uterus. It in
Thus, possibly a fortune wrung from this IYr. Pillsbury? I wish
cri refreshing sleep to have little interest in anything,
you would
AN ILL FITTING SHIRT IS
Three Shot in Missouri Feud.
not possibly do harm in any state or and relieves mental
the rock-ribbed hills or by delving come up at once and see what
anxiety and des- but, not ill encsugh to go to bed.
you
RINPONSIBLE FOR MANY
Nevado, 'Md., 'May 9. --Three men condition of the system. It has been pondency.
Such a condition calls for attention
deep in the pockets of the public, can do for the baby. He's financially
CASES OF BAD TEMPER.
were wounded, two probably fatally, carefully adapted to woman's needs by
No woman suffering from any of the Immediately, or serious
may he turned to account in the ame- tmbarraseed.
results may
THE COLLAR WON'T HANG
In a feud fight 13 miles southwest of an experienced physician-a specialist above symptoms can afford to arcept follow. The
lioration of the human race.
liver, stomach, bowels,
The Other-Financially embarrassRIGHT, THE SHIRT IS ALL
In
their
diseases.
It
makes
weak
womNevada
today.
any secret nostrum or medicine of un- kidney or blood may
So far, of course, the beneficiaries ed?
not be performDRAWN UP AROUND THE
known composition, as a substitute for ing their function
A, W. Corey was slant In the head, en strong and sick women well.
of the matrimonial institution have
properly, jut a
Joax-Yes; he Just swaltwed
If
woman
a
has
NECK AND THE WHOLE
bearing
down,
or
a
medicine
probably
like Dr. Pierce's Favorite trifle in disorder, and
fatal; Charles M. Grimsley,
possessed only the social graces, and penny.- Chicago News.
once corrected
dragging pains, low down in the abdo- Prescription, which
APPEARANCE ONE OP BEshot in the abdomen, probably fatal,
is OF Knows cox- you are yourself again.
have lacked the *scientific inclination;
•
men,
or
pelvis, backache, frequent POSITION and has a record of
ING ILL KEPT.'
and Constable Gooding was shot in
Over forty
but let us hope on and on, and perOsteopathy goes right to the seat
Quite a Luxury.
headaches, dizzy or fainting spells, is years of cures and
sells more largely of any disorders
'the shoulder, serious,
haps this suggestion may strike the
THE
of this nature, and
BATES
STREETS
nervous and easily startled, has gAw- to-day than ever
Lady: "How much do you charge
before. It. makers cures them.
The tight was the culmination of log feeling in
eye of ROMP aspiring, but despond- for dasehunds?"
SHIRT FIT 'YOU-FIT YOU
stomach, sees imaginary withhold no secrete from their
patients,
trouble b•itiegen Orimaley and Corey,
ent student, anderet him on the right
Osteopathy Is the one natural
AS IF THEY WERE MADE
ting specks, or spots before her believing open publicity
Dog Fancier: "Five hundred dolto be the very treatment
farmers, over a land deal.
road to fame if he will but put away lars a, yard, mum."
ON AN 144PECIAL ORDER.
In all conditions of atom
ay
has melancholia, or "blues,* or a best guaranty of merit.
much, liver, bowel, kidney, skin
his microscope and butterfly net, and
wee ening disagreeable drain from relLady: "Dear me! How expensive!
Dr.
•nd
Pierce
invites
all suffering women
COME, LET US SHOW YOU
don a tuxedo. After all the romance And of course I must
blood diaoreers. Without the use
Mount Aetna Is Awakening.
vie
ying, she can make no mistake to consult him by letter
have four feet."
of
free
of
charge.
THE
NEW
SPRING PATany medicines
and adventures of fortune seeking In -- April Lippincott's.
oiling to the use of Dr. Pierce's All letters of consultatio
Messina, Sicily, May
with proper diet,
9.-The by
n tire held as
TERNS,T
HE
NEAT
!STRIPES
Fines
modern times are no less entertainwith the dry hot air treatment,
Le Prescription. It will invigor- strictly private and
i iStromboll volcano has been intermit
sacredly confidenwhere
AND CHECKS AND PLAIDS,
ing now than in ages past. The field REFLE(1'I)NI4
tone op the whole system and tial and all answers
indicated the osteopathic
kingly active since April 28. Cinders ate a
OF A BACHELOR.
are
treatment
returned
la
THE
HELIOS,
(1 RAYS, land atones,
espeoi
ly
the
of operations are different, that is
pelvic
organs.
plate, sealed envelopee. Address: Dr. is an assured and permanent cure, ,
Home men expect you to do a faaccompanied by loqd exBLUES AND TAN TONER, IN'
Dr.
me's Favorite Perscription is R. V. Pierce, Inealids'
all. And who can say that the bowels vor for them as If they
I Mould like to talk to you at
g phi/lions, have been
Hotel and Surfrequently
doing
were
any
PLAITED OR PLAIN BOSicine, carefully devised gical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
of the earth eontaln any more hor- l it for you.
time about the treatment for
'thrown out of the crater. The vege- a scienti
yourOM,
ATTA('HE
by
D
au
OR
experience
DEd and skillful physirors thin the bosoms of some famiDr. Pierce!, Pleasant Pellets cure con- self, or any member of your family,
tation In the vicinity has been deA man milked as much fuss over
TACHED CUFFS.
cian, and adapted to woman's delicate stipation. Constipati
lies.
on is the cause of and the best testimonials 1 ran ofdoing his duty as a boy over getting
stroyed Mount Aetna also has shown
system. It is made of native American malty dimmest Cure the cause and
fer you of the trestment are the coma tooth pulled.
AT 1111 UP WE SHOW THE
considerable activity during the. past Medicinal roots and
is perfectly harm- you. cure the disease. One"Pellet" is a mendations of
ANARCHY.
Paducah people whom
A woman feels she Isn't loyal to
BENT SHIRT VALUES IN
vette
ten days.
laxative,
and
two
a mild crullerless ileitis effects in any condition of the
Investigation reveals the fart that ber husband unless she film about all
tie. Druggists melt them, and nothing you know well, who have taken
PADUCAH.
1.
'
the
female system.
is"
_lee good." They are the original treatment.
a large majority of the educated peo- the money he makes.
Mistress !opening the drawingAs a powerful Invigorating tonic,"FaWel'
Pills
first
Esp
put
ec
up
by
ially is Osteopathy
eld,
ple of northern Ertrope, who come to
It's hard for a girl to take as much
a rational
room door during a chat with her vorite Prescription" imparts strength to
war 40 yearn ago. ..och
•
M
, America are."theoret Ica' anarch- interest la, your lovemakin
treatment of ailnionte peculiar
g if the
I iftiends)-"You were liateniag. Jo. the whole system and to the organs imitated, bet sever equaled. They ere
to
ist*" They do. not hnliwv* in viregelleC euspeets you mean it.
tiny sasar-easted grannies-'may to children,
*
beim!" Servant (frIghtened):-/ "Cer- distinctly feminine in partientar. For take‘as
candy.
they .probably *mild support the
Phone me at 1407. or cell
You can generally figure out sometainly not, madame t" Mistress (se- 'over-worked, "wote-out," run-down,"
at rety
Dr. Pierce's great theneand-page illusgortirftniStit in
()Mee, upstairs 516 Broadway,
raA. thPit aer,vires how what a man means by what he
trated
debilitated
Ornenion
teachers, milliners, dressInd
Sense Medical Advierr
weryli)-"Do not dewy
Your
.
li.!
were needed to preiterve it. but they says unless he is running for office.-paper-ballad, for 21 I shall 1144 pleased to consult with
hair is standing on end!"---Fllegende makers, weametreettee, •eh
one-cent
yoll.
look ou goverhment, at best, as a Now York Press.
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Fifteen Dollar Suits

BEST FIFTEEN DOLLAR SUITS THAT THE PRICE CAN
BUY OF ANYBODY ANYWHERE.
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make her feel a kindred beyond that
of state pride. He is a grandson of
Mu, Amanda Woolfolk, of
Louisville, who at one time made her
home in Paiucah, and is extensively
related here. The cast of "The Traveling Man" is a well-selected One.
To Speak on Manual Training.
Clecult Court.
111.4111141
There
is every prospect that capaciThe Paducah High School Alumni
Dismissed: Connell Douglas against
ty house and numerous box parties
Association has secured Prof. Shortthe McKtunie Veneer and Pat kage
will make It a distinct social event.
'ridge, instructor of manual training
company.
in the public schools of Cairo, Ill.,
Judgments: St. Louis Furniture
Crescendo Club.
to make a talk on the work, here
Workers' association vs Garner Bros..
The Crescendo club meets this afnext Saturday afternoon at 2:30
$114.50. First National bank, of
ternoon with Miss Virginia Newell
o'clock, at the assembly room in the
Jackson, Tenn., vs J. G. Rehkopf.
at her studio on North Seventh street
basement of the Carnegie library.
$1,433.33.
It is the final business meeting for
Jury waived: E. R. Eaton vs J. R.
Prof. Shortridge will speak along
this season. The club will be enterOne hundred pairs white lace One hundred and fifty pairs
Smith, $500 alleged
praetical lines, calculated to interest
due on note
tained next week socially by Mime
Case under advisement.
cunteina which are worth of white and arab curtains
,all who desire more knowledge of
Newell,
which are worth $2.50 to $3
Master Commissioner Cecil, Reed
Ithis branch of
education
that
$1 50 and $1.75 pair, full three pair. They come in madras,
reported that in the suit of George
1the Alumni is seeking to introduce
Hon. Charles K. Wheeler went to
and one-half yards long and cable nets and a feW braided
N. Drewry vs Henry Dunlap, property
in the Paducah schools. The lecture
IS THE GOODS TO MAKE YOUR
patterns. We will probably
Hickman this morning on legal bue- In Harris'
in
addition
was sold for
very wide. This curtain is
will
be
entirely-free
of
any
charge.
not be able to offer this value
$440.
WALLS CLEAN, PRETTY, HEALThe public is cordially invited and it
again.
a very special value.
Mr. R.1j
e
,Barber went to Muris honed that a large uumberwill be ray
THY AND ARTISTIC.
today for a several days' busiCHANGES
In Police .Court.
present.
ness trip.
Breach of ordinance-American
THE C4/LOR, MAKES HOME WOK
Miss Erma Jones, of Hickory
Express company, May 17; KenMissionary Tea,
Grove, is the guest of the Misses
NEW AND CHEERFUL. FOR THE
tucky Iron and Steel company, dis
The Woman's Auxiliary of Grace Inez and Ruth Parker,
".•
of Seventh missed;
WOMEN HELD AS DEFRAUDERS.
Clements,
M.
R.
May
le.
Episcopal church will have its Mis- and Washington streets.
LITTLE SUM OF
House Breaking-'Hobert McGee.
sionary Tea for May on Friday afterHallie
Miss
Harrison,
Grahamof
Alleged Fake Matrimonial Bureau
noon in the parlor of the parish vine, is visiting Mrs. Oscar Denker, May 11,
Is Cause of Arrest.
Violating Sabbath-William Mitch
house. Mrs. David C. Wright is the of SeVenth and Washington streets.
ell, dismissed.
hostess. The program will include
Ross
Mr.
M.
and
S.
Miss
Dixie
Evansville, OLd., May.- Mrs. Viopapers as follows;
Thomas, of Dover, Tenn., have relet Lancaster, Quel 45, and her
- Baled straw at Kamielter's.
Marriage Licenses.
1. Bishop Selwyn- Mrs. Muscoe turned home after visiting Mr. Ross'
daughter
Garnet,
aged
27,
were
arMike Sanders to Ruth Roberson.
-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
Burnett.
son, Hon. J. S. Ross, the attorney.
-For Copeland's stable phone 100 rested here 'today on the charge of
2. Woman's Work in Hawaii-Mrs.
Attorney Joseph Grogan went to
using
the
mails
to
defraud.
is
alIt
New Suits Filed,
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 40.0 Ya
J. E. Baker.
St.
Louis last night on busines.
leged that they have been conducting
The Estey company sues Mrs. J. D
Broadway. Phone 196.
3. Progress of the Kingdom-Mrs.
Solicitor
James
Campbell,
City
Jr., Eubanks for balance
on a note 4(
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen a mgtrimonial agency and have de- W. W. Powell.
returned last evening front St. Louis,
frauded hundreds of wifeeeekers out
$350, of Which $45 has been paid,
at. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
where
he
accompanied
his
sister, Miss
-Night Baggageman J. M. Brue, of money.
Miss Webber Reading at High School. Jeannette Campbell, who went to
MUNICIPAL PLANTS
In their rooms were foupd several
of the Union station, resigned last
The feature of the opening exer. Mexico City to visit her sister.
ALMOST BANKRUPT TOWN
night. Mr. Brue has accepted a po- hnndred letters which showed that 'lees at the
High school this morning
Mr. H. P. Hawkins, Sr., has gone
sition with the S. H. Winstead Medi- money had been received from num- was a reading
by Miss Anna Webb. to Los Angeles, Cal., to visit his son
Bluffton, Ind., May 9.- The mucine company as traveling salesman. erous men on the pretexe that. the She
gave F. Hopkinson Smith's "A and daughter, Mr. Edward Hawkins. nicipal
asphalt aurci lighting plants
No successor has been appointed yet. women needed money to join them lgentucky
Cinderella" In a most de- and Mrs. Weightman Smith.
this city have proved so expensive al
-You know your calilng cards to be married.
Ilghtftil way, and added greatly to
Miss Nell Barry of North Sixth experiment that there is no mone
are correct when they come from the
The women were preparing to de- the charm of the story. Miss Webb's street, has returned from San
An- in the general fund of the treasui,
Iuicurpi rated.
Sun office. Script cards and plate. part for Portnuid,
Neb., where the reading proved one of the most pop- tonio, Tex., City of Mexico and New and the council has ordered
retrench$1.50 a hundred; the Old English at
daughter was to marry a farmer ular at the High school this year and Orleans,
ment in every branch of the city gov$3.00.
named Mischmick.
was highly enjoyed by the students
Miss Grace Jones, of this county, ernment with the hope, of warding
-For an enjoyable river trip, take
and faculty.
FOR SALE- Good ramiiy horse,
Is spending a week with her sister, off municipal ruin. Three years ago
the steamer George Cowling for Mecity
broke, eight years old. Apply to
the
Mrs.
ME,
Green
built
city
TOO,
SAYS
an
Dale,
asphalt
repair
BROWN
at
the
plant
New Richtropolis next Sunday. May 12, Boat
Meeting of Church Societies,
128 South Second. Old phone 3012,
of its own, issuing bonds for $22,mond.
leaves wharf at 9 a. m. and 2 p, m.
The Woman's Missionary society
Miss Cornelia Johnson has return- 000 for the purpose. This proved too
LOST- Brooch with one diamond
White'people only. Round trip 25e. Who Declares Taft Will Be Choice at
of the First Baptist church will meet ed from visiting in Macon, Ga.
costly and the bonds have not been
Party Leaders' Conference.
and twenty-one pearls, between Red
Boat returns at 6 P. m•
with the Mite society Friday afterMen's hall and Eleventh and Trimble
Miss Mattie Trotter, .of Third and paid, nor has the plant earned even
-The better grade of gasoline buy
NICE PONY for sale. Phone 350. streets. Finder
Toledo, 0.„ May 9.- Waiter F. noon at 3 otelock in the pastor's Adams streets, is recovering after
‘ return to this office
of Kamleiter, per gallon, 20c.
a the Interest on the money invested.
Brown, chairman of the Republican study at the church. It is desired evere Illness.
The electric lighting plant has been
hiITCHELLS for, high-grade bicy- and receive reward.
-Souvenir book ‘of the city just
state committee, declared .in 'favor that every member be present. Rev.
Miss I.otta Thomas has returned no better investment. It is believed cles, 326-328 South Third street.
the thing to send your friends abroad
FOR SALE-A higi class combiof the nomination of Taft for the C. M. Thompson will address. the from Mayfield.
Chat the only way in which the city
where she visited
WANTED- A cook. Both phones nation saddle and naatiesl mare, se;.
for sale at R. D. Clements & Co.
presidancy.
meeting.
Mrs. Ira Randolph and Miss Kittle can recover its lost ground is to dis- 415.
-The last teachers meeting of
en years did, and in excellent condi- .
"Since the state convention
Post of Its municipal plants and use
in
Linn.
.the school year will be held tomorQUICK MEALS at all rrours, Buch- tion. James Campbell, Jr., 127 S.
1995," he said, "over .which Secre- Louisville Engagement Announced.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Stutz and the money for paying off its bonded anan's 219 Kentucky avenue.
4th street.
row afternoon, Prof. W. E. Johnson,
indebtedness.
tary Taft presided as chairman, I
Mrs. John S. Long, of Louisville, sons will leave Sunday
presiding.
at noon for
PUBLIC SALE- May 14, 1907,
BUCHANAN'S Restaurant. Olsen
have believed him to be the logical announces the engagement of
her the Jamestown
exposition. They
at 10 a. m. at the corner of SPIN
day
and
night,
219
--City subscribers to the Daily choice of the Republicans of Ohio for daughter,
Kentucky
avenue.
BOARD OF ALDERMEN
Miss Evelyn Hawthorne will stop in Washington
City en route
Sun who wish the delivery of their the presidency in 1908, and I heart- Long,.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring enth and Adams streets, a complete
to Mr. Charles Cook Loomis. and after a
stay
at
Not
trolk,
laundry outfit, will be sold, C. A. is.
will visit Meets Tonight in
papers stopped Must notifY our col- ily- favor the movement to secure him The wedding
tit
F. Levin.
Itserular Session for
will take place in the Mr. Stutz's old
home at Dauville.
bell, administratbr.
lectors or make their requests direct an unequivocal endorsement at this early fall.
Routine flashier's,
RING 366; either phone,
for
Va., where he has several sisters and
to The Sun office. No attention will time,
FOR HARNESS that will be a
Miss Long is a handsome and
"Clean-se-A:1" Furniture Polish,
brothers. Mr. Stutz will return in
credit to the horse, owner and makbe paid 'to such orders when given
Following in the footsteps of the
"In my judgment, the meeting of charming girl who is very popular in
two weeks but Mrs. Stutz and the
TELEPHONE. 655 for
hickory er. Call on the Paducah
to our carriers. Sun Publishing Co. party leaders and joint committees at Paducah where she
route ilmen the board of aldermen toHarness
often visits. She children
will make an extended stay. night probably
and Saddle Co., 204 Kentucky avewill have a busy ses- wood.
-Mr. J. B. POIIOCK, of St. Louis. Columbus next week will result in a is a cousin of Mr. William Cochran
Mrs. Bartley Schmidt and children sion with routine
business. The
will take charge Monday of the Pa- unanimous expression in favor
of and niece of Mr. Henry Enders, of
CLOTHES cleanea, *pressed, re- nue.
left
today for East St. Louis after a Bradshaw matter on Broadway
will paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a.
this city. Her !nether was formerly
Manufacturing Secretary Taft."
ducah Jewelry and
COME TO SEE LIS. We are prepleasant visit to relatives and friends not disturb the aldermen
as the
Miss Edmonia Enders, of Paducah, a
company,, located in rear of PolR. S. BUCKMAN carpenter 333 pared to do horse shoeing and genin
this
city,
her
former
home,
council disposed of that: but several
CAN'T TAKE TRIP NOW.
prominent family of arrte-bellum
lock's jewelry store, 333 Broadway.
eral blacksmithing. All work guarRay Counts, the eight-year-old ordinances and street Improvements North Eighth.
days. She is the youngest daughter
-We give you better carriage and
son of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Counts, acted on Mon.lay night may be reFOR RENT-Furnished room at anteed. Give us a trial. Willie
President May Journey Down the )f the late John W. Long, a
better serviee for the money, than
Promi- of
Mason & Co., Eighth and Jones.
912 Broadway. Phone 2388.
219 South Fourth street, is seri- ceived.
Mississippi Neat Fall.
nent cspitalist,of Louisville.
Ii given by any transfer company in
ously
ill
of
measles.
Washington, D. C., May 3.-- AlFOR SALE- The only bakery In
THROE GOOD HUSTLERS wanted
America. Flue carriages for special
Mr. George Goodman has gone to
H., C. PIERCE SURRENDERS.
at once. Barksdale Bros., Co.
town of 4.500 inhabitants. Railroad
Carpe Diem Club.
occasions on short notice, also ele- though he has been earnestly solicited to join the inland waterways comThe Carpe Diem club was enter- Memphis on business.
FOR SALE--.Cheap, ittere piano center. Confectionery and restaurant
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
Mr.
J.
'A.
Houser,
Magnate
Oil
Gives
tained
in .eonnection, at a bargain. Address
of
Himself
mission
Up
809
on
by
TennesInin
its
trip
Miss
of
Audrey
inspection
Taylor, of
Apply 320 North Fifth 'street.
-Joseph Randall and his assosee street, who returned last winter
dictment Charging Perjury,
Elite Ciee Bakey, P. O. Box 296,
ciates have uncovered a large vein down the Mississippi, it has been an- 919 Clay street, last night. It was a
WANTED-A pair of brass andfrom Albuquerque, is confined to his
Princeton, Ky.
St. Louis, May 9.- Henry Pee
of coal in a 2,890 acre tract they nounced at the white house that the pleasant occasion with an elaborate
irons, In good condition. Phone 135.
bed
with
luncheon
Pierce,
fitness.
the oil magnate who traday
served after the game. The
LEFT uv rat- We have a few
own near White Plains, Ky, They president will be unable to accept the
FOR RENT-Four room
house, spring wagons and buggies
Mrs. Bessie W. Peters, of Danville, surrendered to the authorities on the
Invitation. This TM probably the first prize for the girls was won by
that we
will develop it.
Eleventh and Clay. Apply to Frank
Miss Taylor, and
the
lone hand Ky., is the guest of Mrs. George C. indictment found against him in Texmust get out of our way, and to de
-Place your orders ror wedding latter part of October. the peesident
Davis.
prize -by Miss Marie Roth. Mr. Oscar Wallace, 323 North
so, will sell ate re...bargain, if sold at
Ninth
street. as chargig perjury in connection
Invitations at home.
The Sun is may go down the Miseissippi from St
Greif
FOR
tbs.
took
Mrs.
men's
unfurnished rooms once. Sexton Sign Works 16th antl
Peters Is en route to Louisville with the affairs of the Walters-Pierce
head prize and
showing as great an assortment as Paul to New Orloaniretor personal obMr. Al Roth the lone hand. Only the and stopped over in Paducah to at- Oil company, was released on $10 - to a couple, all conveniences, 522 Mailitia. Phone 401.
you will find
anywhere at prices servations preparatory to the prepartour club tables played.
tend the performance of "The Trav- earl bonds. His attorney says he will North Eighth, Phone 1147.
WANTED--For U. S. Army: Able.
much lower than you will have to ation of his message to the Sixtieth
eling
Man" tomorrow night at the fight extradition in the federal court.
WANTED-Team
congress,
In which he will probably
fast
young bodied unmarried men between ages
pay elsewhere.
"The Traveling Man" Will Be a So- Kentucky theater. She was formermules. A,
Laevison dr Co. Phone of 21 and 35; citizens of United
-Don't pe thscouraged if all oth- Urge a deeper channel through the
cial Event.
145.
Baltic in serious condition.
ly Miss Bessie Woolfolk, of Danville,
valley.
States, of good character and tens
er mice, rats and roach exterminerThere will be a full dress rehearsal and is a sister of Mr. Boyle Woolfolk, * New York. May 9 --The
White
store have failed-try Kamleiterai.
FOR -SAI.Fe-Hointehoid and kitch- perate habits, who can speak, real
'of the ciist of "The Traveling Man" playwright,
songsmith
Married Marshall County Belle.
and au- Star liner, Baltic, which went ashore en. furniture. Apply 626
a home product, per box 25c.
North and write English. For information
this evening at,the Kentucky theater, thor
In the lower bay last night hestill fast Twelfth betweer 12 and
of "The Traveling Man."
Mayfield, Ky., May 8.-1ra F. Meerapply to rtcrulting officer, New Rich--The Ladies' -Mite serciety of the
4 p, m,
and ell the final touches will be put
Dr. C. E. Purcell was balled to. in the mud off Sandy
mond Hoese, Paducah, Ky.
Hook. Her
First Baptist church 'will meet Fri gan, son of Sam Morgan. southeast in. It
FOR RENS-antra floor over
promises to be one of the most New
condition
is
growing
of
York
Mayfield,
today
by
City
a
telegram
serious
was
and
married
it
last
Sunafternoon
they
at 3 o'clock at the
iuccessful and delightfni amateur
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
announcing the death, there, of his is feared her cargo will have to be
UPHOLDS M %MIN Ct'STOM.
church. All members are urged to day in's lienton to ,Miss Nannie Wood performances
St. Apply Is. M. Fisher, Post Mice.
given In Paducah, and
brother, W. J. Purcell. W. J. Pur- lightened.
be present as there will be a lecture daughter of T. K. Wood, who lives a has absorbed social
interest to the cell served
WHEN lit a-hlirry. go-IO-Buchan- Man Who Tries to Escape by Gambfew miles weld of Benton. They are
in the Spanish-American
by the pastor.
exclusion of all else for some weeks.
an's 219 Kentucky avenue, for your
ling Igen Loges rase.
war,
and
prominent
a
was
prominent
young
Red
Man
people
and
will
live Boyle Woolfoik,
--Weaning invitations, announcethe author and comlunch.
Chicago, May 9 --Judge latterly. n
ments and every character of en- in this county. The bride is quite poser, has done some of his clever- and Odd Fellow.
I GASOLINE hArkCH for hire to the superior court, today upheld the
Mrs. Lloyd Boswell and
grandgraved work is given careful, per- charming and accomplished, and is est work in "The %raveling Man".
He
small parties. Licensed operator. New custom of broker; on the board of
moral attention at the Sun job office. a cousin of Miss Lucy Wood. who is a young Kentuckian already on daughter, Inez Ayers, returned to'phone 344; old phone 2840,
trade and the stock exchange In clottday
from
was
a
Fulton.
winner
in
the Messenger's Fame's highroad, and bit: family
--Combioe6 sattd•".e and harness
is
s
WANTED- Colored man to do ing out trades when additional marW. B. Kennedy and J. T. Wright
horses :we
dieti net type an d, breed. Jamestown contest.
enough identified with Paducah
to
house cleaning. Ring 1789. Old gins are demanded and refused. The
returned today from Mayfield. where
they are nigh-clues drivers and fivephone.
decision was given in a suit brought
theyk.attendedthe tobacco sales this
gaited saddlers. Combined horses
YES; HIS POEM WAS REJECTED.
•
I -istIRNISHED front Mom for rent by Waldo P. Johnson to recover
are the most beautiful and the most
•
I
Electric lights. Apply to 513 North (docks from the firm of Miltiodne,
J. D. lidocemot went to Eddyville
In demand; command a reedy sale,
Rodman &
, which had been held
Sixth street.
today
on business.
and bring the highest prices of any
by
arm.
Restitution
the
was claimed
its
measured
Mr.
by
James
iq>3
Henderson,
not
Hodge,
of
is
FOR
ilif
ENTR
Rooms
"Rebel
for
etallion
light
breeds.
The
of the
A
was in the city today en route home.
housekeeping. Apply to 313 Madi- on the ground that the- transactions
flare," King Pin of the Paducah
length, nor the price you
were gambling. The court held othMr. John D. Berry, manager of the
son. Old phone 2950
Ilona' Show 1906, now at the Lang
pay, but by the contenterwise, and decreed that the defendNews-Democrat, went to Louisville
farm near, Patucath, Is a regdsterred
PAPER CLEANING and Painting,
ant was entirely in the right In °losment that steals over the
today.
combined 'horse of the higheet breed.
old Phone 2029. C. S. Cresson. Work
ing out transactione * when the cusMrs. J. B. Algie, of Harrison
Ina and type of this useful hofse,
guaranteed and done by union labor
smoker as he puffs away.
tomer declined to respond to the call
street,
returned
has
from
Memphis.
and the only one in west Kentucky
WANTED-- To rent 3 or 4 room for margins
You'll enjoy the cigars
fully reprosenting hi elass.
house, Address E., care Sun, stating
FREIGHT
HEARING.
RATE
- -The steamer George Cowling
you buy at our counter.
t number of rooms and rent asked.
KILLS TEXAS 21-CENT FARE BILL.
'will make three special excursion
We sell reliable brands only.
Interstate
I
IRVIN
Kentucky
Before
POLK
eftile
has
best
and
cheap.
trips to Metropolis Sunday, May 12.
'est pasture in the county. For par• Senate Tables Measure and Eves
agnmerte Commission.
We keep our cigars at just
leaving Paducah at 9 a. m., 2 p. m.
ticulars ring 911 ring 1.
Second special Session, '
Washington, May 9--- Arguments
and 6 1. in. White people only.
the right temperature, keepwere keard by the Interstate comAustin, Texas. May 9.-- The senate
Round trip 25 cents.
FOR artistic and up-to-Mite rpona
ing them always in perfect
merce commission today in the case
today refused to take up the 2-cent
decorating see Rigby, 220 Adams
commission
of
railroad
the
passenger fare bill for consideration.
of Kensmoking condition. We
Jealousy Cause(' Shooting.
street, or phone 1926.
tucky against the
Louisville and
Governor Campbell, who is greatly
9.-Mrs.
Ausable, Mich., May
suit your cigar taste exactly
FOR RENT-- Abend lune 1. three wrought up
'Nashville Railroad company,
in
over the refusal of the
were
Laptone and loseph Turcott
room house, at 1100 South Fourth
for we sell everything in
Which it Is alleged by the complainLegislature to comply with his camboth fatally shot by an unknown
street. Apply to 13, A. Hill. Telephone
ant, that unjust rates are charged by
paign promise to bring about a recigars the smoker can think
person as they were leaving the wo9(H.
the defendant on freight consigned
duction of the passenger fare, It is
man's residence last night. Turcott
of
or
need:
from Grand Trunk Line territoreito
fatLID - Wow threi
reported, contemplates calling
an
Is still alive, but will the, jealousy
,house, lot e0x211), six blocks from other special session to force Its
Henderson and Owensboro, as coin
is the motive sterpected. Eugene
Iletion station, at $000. Old phone enactment If poesible,
pared with the rates to Evansville,
lint foie
Munday was arrested on ertapiclon:
)11111,ERSON'S DRUG STORK.
1911 e.
Idata of the presiest,Seesien r. .

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

S'Itillips 41o.

•

aee Vurtains ,gedueed
$1.25 gair
$2.00 9air

Cellie11tiCO.

l

55 Cents

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

•
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You Should
Know
That Dependable
Quality and
Style
Are the Prime
Requisites
Of every garment sold
at this store. Moderate
price is another, and by
no means the least important feature of our
success, but quality and
style are never sacrificed
to price. It is the perfect combination of these
three great elements
that has made our clothing for men and young
men famous, and built
up this business t.) its'
present large proportions.
As a striking and perfect example of the foregoing fact, we wish you
and your friends would
come and see Our spe•
cial collection of

Smart Sack
Suits at

HAY WOOD TRIAL
IS ON AT BOISE

ISURPRIbE, IN

PADtt' An EVENING SUN.

FIRST

DAYS 01' SALE.
Astonishing Demand for Root Juice.

The sale is new on at Alvey &
List's drug store. The Root Juice
people are being kept busy answerwhet: 11 ill lw Tried When Be ing questions. Many anxious people
that have heard of some great cure
Has Concluded
the discovery has made are eager to
try it. The ;Root JuIce people are
patiently
making many friends by
Seeuring Jury 1%111 Re field Work
answering questions and attending to
and Will Consume Many Days
the people's wants in a courteous
of the Term.
manner. The reports from
druggists front most of the cities of Indiana in relation to the great merit
REVIEW OF FAMOUS MURDER of Root Juice can no longer be
doubted here in Paducah. Cassell
Bros., of Anderson, said: They had
June 23, 1901-Murder of J. W. never seen anything like it, and that
Harney, shift house boss, Telluride. the amount of catarrh, stomach
July 3. 1001-Three men killed. troubles, rheumatism and kidney affections Root Juice has cared at
Sinuggh•r-Union mine, Telluride.
Get( ber 10, 1903- 31unter of that point within the last six months
Is phenol/dnal. When the Root Juice
John Mah
miner. Telluride.
11evember 21, 1901-Murder of people were persuaded to come to
114aitin Gleason, mine manager, (trip- Paducah they consented to remain
but a few days. They are now at
Iple Creek.
March 2, 1002-Wesley J. Smith, Aivey & List's drug store and are
pleased to give a free dose of the
Tynan ide, kidnaped and murdered.
Normber ID, 1902-Arthur L. great remedy to all that call
It is
Urollins, manager of Smuggler-Union sold for $1 a bottle, three for $2.50.
mine, murdered.
Noventber 11, 1903-Attempt to eutrages during the miners' strike
' wreck F. & C. C. train at Victor.
in the Cotter d'Alene district. The
November I I, HOW-Second at- calling out of the militia and other
tempt to ntetk train.
drastic measures employed
by the
NOVPIllber 21,
1903- Vindicator authorities had resulted In a victory
mine, Cripple Creek, explosion, two for She mine owners and the miners
were forced to admit defeat.
May 16, 1904-Lyte Gregory, de- :Governor Steunenberg was blamed
tective. killed in Denver.
by the miners for their defeat
June 0, ON/I-Expliislim at Inde- Threats were burled at him at all
pendence depot, 13 killed, 0 Injur- the miners' meetings, and he was freed.
quently warned by his friends that
Noventber, 1905-liarry
Net ihle, hie life was in danger. After finish"Inner circle'. man, poisoned, Gold- ing his second term the governor refield, Nev.
tired from office, and returned
to
December :10, 1905-?4urder of live at hts home in Caldwell. Several
former Governor Steunenberg, of years passed and the Couer d'Alene
Idaho.
troubles apparently were forgotten.
Then came the shocking news that
Boise, Idaho, May 9.- By over- Governor Steunenberg had been asruling the mot:on of the defense for sassinated-literally blown to pieces
al bill of pareicuiars
.
, setting forth by an infernal machine as he was
what overt acts, if any, there were to entering the yard of his home.
Immediate steps were taken to
;connect the arcused, with the murder
int former Covenor
Steunenberg, catch the assassin eteassaksins. Re!Judge Wool cleared the way for the wards, public and private, aggregat,trial of William D. Haywood, seere- ing thousands of dollars were offered.
ltary .of the Weetern Federation of Suspicion pointed to a man who had
!Miners, which will begin today. been In the town for some weeks
Wood held that the request of Hay- and who was known as Harry Orchwood's counsel for a more explicit ardd. He was arrested and incrimistatement of the charges against the nating evidence against him was
prisoners came too late, regardless of found in his room. Orchard, it was
'whether or not It might have been ascertained, belonged to the Westl entertaauel at an earlier stage of the ern Federation of Miners, and had
been implicated in several disturbproceedings.
Haywood is the ,first of the four ances and in a train wreck in Colo.men accused of complicity in the rado,
Finally James McFarland, a Pinlateunenberg murder to be selected
;for trial. The others, Moyer, Petti- kerton detective, who had broken up
bone and Orchard. the last of whom the Molly Maguires In Pennsylvania.
Is said to have made a confession, will was called in. After several weeks of
. be tried as circumstances dictate, fol.- careful woi.k the methods of the
'towing the conclusion of the proceed- master dectective
prevailed and
Orchard broke down and confessed.
against Haywood.
In his confetent Orchard directly
The Attitude.
The prosecution claims It will charged President Moyer, Secretary
prove beyond the shadow of a doubt Harwood and G. A. Pettibone of the
l the guilt of the leaders of the Wesd- Western Federation of Miners of
;ern Federation of Miners, known as having plotted Steunenberg's murder
;the "inner circle" of crimes extend- and with having furnished the money
ing over a period of five years and needed.
including arson, train wrecking and
in
The miners on the other hand declare the prosecution is only an attempt to break up their organizeakin and that the detectives have
manufactured the evidence against
•
their men. They say they will spend
River Report.
a mi.11:on dollars if necessary and
Cairo
36.0 1.0 rise
will carry the case to the United
Chattanooga
11.8 2.2 rise
States supreme court In order to
Cincinnati
22.8 0.7 rise
prove their innocente. It Is estimatEvansville
21.4 0.1 rise
e:1 'that $100,000 already has been
Fit,rence
9.3 1.1 rise
spent In preparing for the defense.
Loultsvilie
8.2 0.2 rise
The Crime,
Mt. Carmel •
6.0 0.4 fall
4
The aseassination of ex-Governor
Nashville
......
26.8
4.2 rise
Steunenberg occnrret on Ile night of
J'ittidoirg
...... 6.8 0.2 rise
Dem-miter 30, 1905."The alleged mor
'St. Louis
195 1.0 rIad
tive for the crime was revenge fTetWe
Mt. Vernon
20.5 0.2 fall
firm -Attitude Governor Steunenberg
Paducah
28.5 1.2 rise
had taken to supptess the riots and

I

OUTDOOR DAYS ARE HERE. I
Though the rainy, disagreeable spring days may*eem frequent just now, the real outdoor days
are here. The sting is gone from the winds and warmer weather is just around the corner.
Many preparations ara necessary before one really is ready for spring and summer. You
brighten up your house with paper and paint, why not give the porch and lawn a little attention--new furniture for them. We undoubtedly have the most complete line of outdoor furniture ever brought to Paducah and the generosity of our credit system relieves you from any
"can't-afford-it" feeling, Just see how reasonable these prices are.

Lawn and Porch Furniture
Our large line of Porch and Lawn Goods is complete. We have them in all styles and finishes-red,
green, golden, natural wool
and
weathered oak, in mission style. Just what you want for the fine weather now approaching, at
prices ranging from... S1 to 55,50

Settees $3.50 to $5.50

Go-Carts $2.25 to $45

$6.00 to $12.50

This season we are showing a
beautiful line of large and medium
site Go Carts, stationery and adjustable, at prices ranging from
$2 25 to *4,S One of the favorites
is the English Go-Cart, finished
in weathered anil Early English,
quartered and polished, upholstered in leather to match and
with
leather
hood. They're
beauties and range in price from
$18.00 to $35.00.

The Allwyn Go-Cart may be had only -at our store and we
say without hesitation that it is the best and most convenient
cart on the market today. The leather irimmings are rich and
handsome, the enamel is BAKED on-not painted-the frame
ita..Of steel, making it strong and durable, yet light,
All ornaments are heavily nickeled, The cart is capable of three adjusfuiente-upright, reclining and collapsed. One
simple
movement collapses it and it is then ready to take ou streetcar
or train, occupying almost no space, If you are interested in
Go-Carts, don't fail to see this one. $610 $1 2.50.

°All the fashionable shapes in
Sennit, Spilt and Mackinaw
Stiaws for this stininter, just In
from the shops of leading tint
manefactsdrers of ethe country, el 00 tuft; 00.

Our Windows Tell the Story.

This Gasoline Engine
The Ferro is the auto marine.
Is the easiest to operate, the
most durable sod economical
one ever manufactured. All
engines guaranteed by the
largest factory in the world.
.The Ferro ataatine and FoutifIrv
Co., of Cleveland, Ohio. Each
and all bearings are autontatiely
oiled. No work: this engine does
all of Ile ()vitt work.

He snow many times did yeti re-

p_arrieti him?
fie,e sun before. you.
She - Only ogee! He seemed so sitsconraged I was afraid to try again.Albany Journal.

L L. NELSON
AGENT

407 S. 313 IT.

CITY

s'

#

'

It Will Not Obligate You in Any Way to Buy and
Will
Demonstrate Its Superioty.

_

The perfect circulation of cold, dry air in The Herrick Refrigerator
is the main
point of difference between it and all other refrigerators, though it
has many other
features which are Lot found in the old style kind-patented sanitar.>
linings, scientific drainage, air-tight doors. It will only take about ten minntes to
show you the
value of Caese points and then, if you like, thirty days use
to demonstrate the truth of
our statements. If you decide to buy, we will arrange the terms to
suit our convenience. If not, just phone us to send after it.

Not in many months has the wharf
boat been as busy as It was yesterday. Six packets from every point Moved into the city from the cent'.
in the compass were at the wharf at try.
the same time and
businese was
The handsome sidewheel
Louisheavy with all of them. Today few- lane arived this morning at 8 o'clock
er arrivals made business sliawer but from Cairo and left after being coaled
It is still good. The river is filled at the West Kentucky Coal corn'with driftwood indicating that thel pany's docks, for Evansville,
country creeks have been flushed by
The City of Savannah, which has
the rains and the rise here In 24 been laid up In St. Louis for several
hours was 1.2, bringing the stage up .weeks, will leave that city Friday
'
to 28.5. same date last year theevenin
g for the Tennessee river aretage was 15.5. Rain fall since yea- I riviag here Sunday. The Savannah
terday was .50 inches.
twill run regularly now and the exCaptain Mike Williams. superin- cursion season will be open
when
tendent of the Ways, returned from iachool lets' out.
Louisville last night and will go tot The J. S.. well known here,
will reMemphis this evening. Captain Wil- turn tomorrow to run an excursion
;ants only recently returned from out of Paducah Friday night.
The
sow Orleans and the result of his t i. S. Is a fine boat.
s•1ps may be limey big boats brought' After getting Its stern
remodeled
hore for repairs this mummer.
At this and other repairs, the Meter was let
!ime In the year all the packet lines l off the dry docks and
left early this
,re figuring on repairs and the low Imorning for Evansville
to do towing
ett bidder gets the work. Another work.
iels like the Natchez would keep
The Lyda. a Holcomb-Hayes towmen einployed all summer,
boat, left today for the Cumberland
Capt. James Tenger, superintendent river after Hes,
of the St. Louis and Tennessee River
With 40 loaded barges of COAL the
Packet company, has gone to Texas big
Slarallinte -Peened doyen yesterday
on a two weeks' trip
afternoon ,Or Mia
redstppl river points,
"Rrown's in Town."
Captain;•
The Georgia Lee arrived from
Frank
Brown, wharfManter, has eremphls this afternoon with a
gobd
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Holm cleaning days inevitably suggest new Carpets and Rugs aid we all
ready for the commit-Mons whicl you
will, of course, make when you buy
We Invite tvatipurisons for the unmistakable good taste of our selections and
low prices invariably mean qui 'A &aka.
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THE HERRICK FOR THIRTY DAYS FREE

l

The New 1907 Straws
Now "Nodding for Favor

For the lawn, a :strong, yet attractive Settee is almost indispensable. The bent wood one, shown
in the illustration is a mighty-good
one, though it only costs '3.50;
you can hove it finished in either
green, red or golden oak finish and
in either four or six foot lengths.
Don't put off buying your outdoor
furniture until it is really hot, for
there will be many an hour in the
next few days you would like to
spend on the porch.

The Allwyn Folding Go=Cart

I

These suits are made up from
beautifull worstedn, cheviots and
caesimeree of gray. brown and
bluish elieetti In handsome
Plaids, cheeks urul stripes all
cut in the most advanced styles
with hug, broad !wettest might
frent or slightly rounded cornets: two or three button eet
close, with or .without centef.
vent, and backs littsd to waistembodying I h2 very istest
fashion ideas of high class cusIsm tailoring The real value
of these suits is *is Nome
clothiers would Aell them at
$20- but our price Is only tqfi.
Every suit wild here at front
*10 to tan is warranted to be as
perfect in every detail as ones
costing twice as much made-toorder by high priced tailors.

TH1CR4DAY, MAY 9.
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F. II. GARDNER
CABINETS"
SOLE AGENTS FOR"HOOSIER KITCHEN

We are always on the alert
for new
and good things in house
furnishings
and we feel confident that
you would
-enjoy a nub" oat, of In
Gardner's. You are welcome
here:
alaays, whether you route to buy
or
t just to see handsome
furniture

•
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trip, and left for Cincinnati after a place of Conway
Graden who reMEXICO NOT TO
short stay.
WAR.
ceentelas fused mate on the Joe
The Peters Lee will pass down 'Whteler. '
With Guatemala Recassie Of
from Cincinnati for Memphis SaturRefuse!
Tao Ctrattaneoga met with an acto Surrender Lbw.
day.
cldent near Chattanooga this week
•
The Jim Duffey left for the Cum- and is expected to come back here
City of Heinle°, May 9 -Mexico
berland river today after ties for 3unday to.go on the ways for re- will
not go to war with
Guatemala
pairs. The Avalon will run in the
the Ayer-lord Tie company.
over the
of the extradition
If any person In Paducah thinks Chattanooga's trade, and later the
of General Lima, charged with
comAvalon
will take the Joe Wheeler's
he has the hardest job in the city
pli,ity In the arsassination of
Genlet hint go to the coal docks and place which is considered too small
eral Berthas, former
'resident of
get wisdom. Here boats are coaled ;or this trade. The Joe Wheeler will
Guatemala, who was killed In the
by hand, that la, boxes tilled with sot to the trade above Chattanooga.
City of Mexico.
The
I.
N.
Hook
left for a trip of
coal Are carried by two men, and
that would not be so had but for the ties in the Cumberland river today.
FOUR WMAI HOUSE WANTED.
The Henrietta left yesterday for
high tension at which they
work
WI. are trying to satisfy
one Of our
Stimulated by the fact that the only he Tennessee river after ties.
alerts with A four room
Official
tamer/we.
cottage in
limit to their earnings Is the number
good neighborhood and
within a reaThe 014. at Evansville and Mt.
of boxes they can load and carry, the
sonable 'though-, of I. C. shops.
Vernon
will rise slowly during the pay
Will
men
work
frenziedly, shoveling
a1,000 to $1,300
Telecoal, lifting the two and a half bush- next 24 hours. At Paducah and phone
& Ramberg, Resit Fe.
els of coal, fairly running tp their Cairo. will continue rising during the tate wad
HA-Mak, Trueheart
next
three
days.
For
Cairo
a stage Roth" Phones
destination, running back and re127.
peating the process until the fore- of between 37 and 38 feet is at present
indicated.
man calls them off. They are paid
-To a greet number of
people
so niuch a box for loading the coal.
The Tennessee from Florence to the advertising of
Nome particular
The Dick Fowler cleared for. Cairo the mouth will continue rising dur- store* is like a
coluinned story_
on time this morning with a good ing the next t-ko days. passing the and is followed,
nath few tweaks,
trip.
Reed attige at Johneonville
year after year,
The Martha Hermon left today for
The
Mianissippl, from below St.
the Cumberland river after 'ties.
Lonis to Cairo, will rise slowly durHe who adopts no high
standards
Charley Mitchell has taken the ing the neat 21 'hours.
is tie only one who never
tells.

question
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'ust a Few Uses as a Medicine!

A MAKER
OF HISTORY

MILK INSPECTOR
MAKES HIS REPORT

PAGE SEVEN.

beetilliannMeregaMIC:1111111118111101111,"

Very highly'
recommended for
chronic dyspepsia
and indigestion,
also habitual ConStapatiOn. F o r
ILLINOIS citeNTRAL
EXChildren it will be
Dairies and Abattoirs in BetCURSION RULLETIN.
found useful in
By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM,
colds, hoarseness,
The following reduced rates
ter Condition
Abet bor of'TIN Master Mummer."'A Prints of Sinners," "Mysterioua Mr.
and for weak,
are announced:
MIAs.'"'Ana& ilia Adventuress.- Etc.
sickly childeen it
Los Angeles, Cal.—Mystic
Is par eeellence
Shrine and German Baptist
Tuberculie.
Tests
is
for
WM Be made
Copyrtaht. 1903, 1906. by LITTLE. BROWN. and COMPANY.
as a tonic and
Brethren, April 25th to May
In Two Institution,. in This
flesh builder, ton18th.
Round trip, 160.50,
City.
ingupthestarnach
limit July 31st,
Cook
and correcting inJamestown, Va. — ExposiCook
(Continued frogs Yesterday.)
digestion and a
tion, April 19th to November
Wit
h
With
ters, and I felt that I couldn't walk andisposition to30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
VAST IMPROVEMENT IS NOTEII.
CHAPTER XXVI.
other.yard.
Gas
Fortunately
It was a warm
Ciam
ward constipaexcursions on special dates;
CY moved uneasily upon his night, and I made up my mind to crawl
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
We can
tion.
chair. The color mounted al- under the bracken just inside the wood
recommend this
10 days.
most to his forehead. It "us and eo to sleep. I (mind a comfortable
The following statements and recoil to be absoluteLos Angeles, Cal.—Electric
a humiliation, this, upon plates and
Jest gone of
a
Medical Association, June 8th
ly' the purest oil which he had not eonnted. M. Gil.' noise close at band woke me. 'I sat up ommendations iegarding hi, woek
to 15th; limit August 31st.
on the market. son was retting within a few feet and looked around.
have beien made In his annual report
Round trip, 160.50.
We have it in 35c, of him. A serviette was tucked care- "Within a few feet of me an enging by Meat and Milk Inspector E. P.
Louisville, Ky.—Account of
tak: and $1 bottles. fully underneath his collar, and his and a single carriage lied pulled no. Farley.
easeiessisaprie eemmogniernii
Spring Meeting—Jon-key Club
Give it a trial and face was a little flushed with the ex- At Intervals along the line its far as I
"The milk question has had my
could
soldiers
see
ercise
of
were
stationed
eating.
like
-$6.95erou
His
trip,
eyes,
nd
May
however,
6.
rebe convinced of its
were undimmed, and his manUers, al- sentries. I could see that they were closest attention this year and many
turning May 7; 38.95 round
value. "
—
though a little brusque, had certainly locking sharply up and doivti and even changes for the better have been
trip, May 4, good returning
We also have a complete new stock
not merited the epithet of bourgeoise! a little way into the wood. From the complished.
The
dairymen
have
June
5-11-18-22May
9;
of drugs, chemicals, patent medicines
254.
"It isn't much of a story." Guy be- train three or four men In long cloaks been required to give
clover atten29, June 1-5 and 8, limit two
and toilet articles. A full line ol Pal- gan, making
a desperate effort. "It had already deseemied. They were
tion to their product and the care.
days.
niers and Hazen's perfumes and tolfet was my first visit to Paris,
and I lost standing iv the track talking together."
For the first time H. Grisson inter- and management of their cows, and
preparations. Prescriptions tilled by my bead a bit. I drank too much wine
For information, apply to
ek
eN
registered pharmacists only. Free and quarreled with a fellow who cer- rupted. Ile took his cigar from his egpecially as to their health and
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
11`7,
telephone. Delivery to any part of tainly insulted me. They all told me mouth and leaned over toward the housing, and to the matter of cleanBroadway or Union Depot.
young Englishmen.
that I must tight him, so"the city.
liness, milking and the care of milk
J. T. DONOVAN,
.4'
"You were lost yourself. You did not
"Stop, M. Poyntonl"
4:111:11E1F-71-1111F7eirsireewhile
on
the
farm
and
Agt City Ticket Cffiee
on
the
way
to
accost
them?
Ask them the way anyGuy raised his head in surprise. The
f
5
Skree.
11
7#7.0
market, than they nave at any other
R. M. PRATI1ER,
Belt PI ses 156. Serest% sad Broadest.
tio,„
• es'
exclamation had comae from the Duo de where?"
Agent
time.
Union
There
Depot
is
a
dairy
within
one
(To
Be
Continued.
Bergillae. H. Grimm was looking
)
mile of the city limits which furntoward him as though for nn explanaL
ek7
Just Inside.
ishes
large supplies of milk daily
tion.
"I notice," remarked the frequent
and has for years, the proprietor of
SEVEN SENTENCE SERMONS.
guest, "that your plump waitress is "My dear young friend," the duke remnrked, with a smile, "it is my stupidwhich tells me this is the first year
no longer here."
ity which is to blame. I had forgotten
he has had instructions from a milk
Do not for one repulse forego the
"Ah, but you are mistaken, my the little matter to which you are
alinspector, and he hails with delight purpose that you resolve to effect.-friend," replied the cannibal chief, as luding, and- between ourselves-it is
information Shakespeare.
he tasted the stew with peculiar lel- one which is very much better not re- SHRINERS WILL GO NEXT YE.Alt such instrictions and
as is given him. This dairy has been Mehtinks we do as fretful children do
JULY ID TO 18.
ish.—April Lippincott's.
lated to M. Grisson. I uses alluding to
Leaning their faces op the window
in operation all these years, until reyour other adventure-up in the Pazen
forest."
pane
cently
without
even
a
common
coat
- MIS'S Backbay—You are familiar, I
Guy for a moment was toe astonTo sigh the glass dim with their
of whitewash, the Proprietor not fulpresume, with "Satter
Resartus?" isbtel for word's Then he recovered Frank 17. Roundy, of Chicago, Elected
own breath's stain
ly realizing the great benefit of this
Mr. Crondoiet—Er—only slightly. himselff, with a little laugh and
Imperial Potentate and others
raised
simple sanitary precaution. During And shut the sky and landsaape from
In our part of the country we don't his head. There was nothing terrible
Advanced.
their view;
the year Just passed this man has
take much stock in him. They say in the other affair.
. sobspent between $75 and $100 in im- Oh, man, my brother, hold thy
"I will tell M. Grisson about that
he sneaks out of paying his election
bing breath ,
with pleasure," he said, "if it is likely
provements
,
and
will
continue to do
hats.—Chicago Tritinne.
to interest
was In the north of
Los Angeles, May 9.---St. Paul so from time to time until his dairy And keen thy soul's' large window
Germany on a walking tour, and I was chosen as the place for holding is in. a
free from wrong.
thoreugh sanitary condition.
The practice of happiness does had rather a stupid fancy to go as far the Shriner ,conclave
—Mrs. Browning.
in 19i/a, the I could name more. I have visited
as the Russian frontier alid then remuch for the power of holiness.
If you would lift men you must
dates
being
set
for
July
13
to
each
18.
dairy
once a month at which
turn by Vienna to Paris. I was quite
This afternoon the program of time I noted improvements and sug- be on higher ground—Emerson.
alone and had no one's plans but myr
The truo strength of every human
own to consult. so I started off from election of officers was carried out, gested. others.
THE
soul is to be dependent on as many
Sterhz, I think the place was called: Frank,C. Roundy, of Chicago, being
-"Most of the dairymen are capa- nch:cr as it can discern, and
Well, we were within abolit forty miles advanced to the office of
AND CURE THE LUNCS
to be
imperial ble of being taught
and willing to depended upon by as many inferior
of a place called Memnon when our
Potentate
and
each
of
the
other
offireceive instruetions as to better as it can reach.--Ruskin.
train was etopped and shented. We
41111c.71morale.1.1,
were told that some specials were to cers being elected to the next high- methods, while others are indifferent
WITH
God is good when he gives, but
go by. I should think we must have oet point. The contest over the of- and hard to move,
and it seems al- better when he keeps back in order
waited there for an hour or more. fice of imperial outer guard resulted
most a hopeless task to try.
to give an accumulated blessing,
Anyhow I got sick of it and passed favorably to Henry F. Niedringhaus,
"Strictly sanitary and model'dair- heaped, pressed down and running
through the care on to the rear- plat- of Stools Temple,
ONSUMPTION
Price
St. Louis.
OUGHS and
les. arts so few and..so far in adatance over tint° the bosom of his child in
50c &S 00
OLDS
Frets Trt.
had
of the common. o14-fashioned dair- whom patience
her perfect
Two Cent Fare Bill,
Surest ..ad Cluickeet Cure for ail
ies' that in my opinion It would be work.—F. B. Meyer.
Springfield, Ill., May 9.--Speaker
THROAT and LUNG TROVE
or Money Back
Judge not!
unwise to attempt to compel by law
Shurtleff and the house organizaLKS, or leONEY BACIL
and penalty the fmmediate and gen- What looks to thy dim eye.. a stalll.
ViVen, hacked hv 1300.000 00 capital and 18 years' success
omtract
lellerailegegneese
./Jon now are taking a look at the 2eral adoption of all sanitary meas- In God's pure light may only be
gRuA
cent fare bill as passed by the senate
ures, but would suggest that a sleet- A scar brought from some well-worn
SC
IT
NI
today to ascertain if it will be desirfield
28 Colleges in 18 States. Indorsed by business met. No vacation
lied future time be fixed when all
able to concur in the senate amendBookkeeping, Short. completing courae. For "Catalogue li." on
shall be improved up to the standard. Where thou wouldst only faint anti
ments. If they decide the bill now
h a n a. Penman ship, Home Study or "Catalogue P' on attending
yield.
Instead of compelling by law, I have
Law. Letter Writing. English. Drawing, Illus.' College. phone (old) Ink or call on or address
contains what they think should be
—Proctor.
trating, etc. Money back if not satisfied after Manager Draughou's Practicst BusinessCollege:
succeeded in getting the consent of
in a 2 cent fare bill, the state will
PADUCAH,310 Broadway; or Evansville, St. Louis, or Memphis.
have a flat rate , providing the gov- two dairymen to have all their cows
WILLIAMS' CAltIMLIC SALVE
tested for tuberculosis. It rerruired
ernor will sign it, as he is likely to
WITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL.
EVANSVLLLII, PADUCAH
AND IIIRV.tN'S (ITV KEEPS DEMOCRAT
rome possible sacrifice on the part
The best Salve in the world for
do.
of these gentlemen, as they have Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Irleers, Salt
CtITRO LINE.
Slay.... Breen Ite-Eleettel, that Other
very fine herds and may have to sac- Rheum. Tetter, Chapped Hands, and
$1500
all skin eruptions. It is guaranteed
(lacorpere
Guaranteed Cure
ted)
()dicers An. itepublican.
rifice
some
of their best cattle with- to give satisfaction,
What have 3('u to offer in a four or
or money refor all Kidney and
five room house near I. C. shops at out remuneration, but they have funded. Price 25c by Druggists.
!Evansville and Paducah Packets
Lincoln, Neb . May 9.— Francis
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO., Props.,
$1,500? We want It quick. Both interest of better conditions. Some
Bladder Diseases.
W. Brown, Democrat, was re-elected
Cleveland, 0.
Phones 127, H. C. Hollins, Real Ese others are not so patriotic."
Mayor of Lincoln today by a maSMALL AS A PILL
tate and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
Market and Slaughter Houses.
"Freddie, you shouldn't laugh out
jority of less than 50 votes over AlexEASIER TO TAKE
"I have visited the market place loud in the schoolroom," exelahned
ander Hutton. Republican. The reTwo, dosed etre relief, and one boa
Student- -There muse be some mis- each morning
and there inspect each the teacher.
mainder of the Republican ticket is
*will cure any ordinary case of Kidtake in my examination marking. I article of meat
(Dal,/
Except
Sunday.)
and game offered for
"1 didn't mean to do it," apolo'Ref ed.
,
lay or bladder trouble. Removes
Steamers .'oe Fowler and John
don't think I deserve an absolute sale. Occasionali
y I found, sonic bad gized Freddie. "I was smiling, wheu
I ravel. cures Diabetes. Semtnal
Hopkins,
leave
Paducah
zero.
Evans
for
meat, which was promptly condemned all of a sudden the smile
"Ilew do you think stolen kisses
busted."-- Cie and way landings at 11 a...na.
[Omissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Tnepector—Nelther do 'I, Kitt It Is and remcved. Frequently
ought to be arsessed?" "At their face
I
find
ribs
Harper's
Weekly.
Rheumatism, and all Irregularities of
Special excursion rate now in et
the lowest mark I am allowed to give. atid backbones that have prior
vatue,--Baltiniore American.
to
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
fact
from Paducah to Evansville an:
being
ships/el here passed federal in.11. (irlPRIM WWI loOk trig firtetird him its
Men and women. Sold at 50 cents
return, 34.(4). Elegant music on thi
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
Success is the ability Is, make step- spection, but from age have
thmigh Per on cz#,Itinn#4,,ri.
become
A man has almost learred to live
Have you negRcted your kidneys?
per box -In the no cure no pay basks
form and down on to the line. I spoke ping stones out of stumbling blocks. unfit for human consumption. Such Have you overworked your nervous It. Tab'- unsurpassed.
when he has solved the problem of
by McPherson's Drug store, Founts In
the guard, and t umicTstoA 'him to
is promptly eondemred add ordered sytem and caused trouble with your
us leisu*re.
and Broadway, sole agent for Padu- esy that we should not be atertine for
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
off market. The meat offered for sale kidneys anti bladder?
Have you
mak, or sent by mall upon reeetpt of at leant twenty minutes. I strolled
pains
loins,
In
side,
back,
groins
and
at our market is I think better of
bladder? Have you a flabby ap- Leaves Pae,acah for Cairo and wa)
price by Lark Medicine Co., Lomb- along the line a little way and stopped
quality than ever before, owing chief- pearance of the
face especially under landings at 8 a. m sharpe, daily, ex
to light a pipe. Suddenle I.heard a
villa. Kv
ly to regular inspection and from an the eyes? If so, Williams' Kidney
whistle. nud when I turned round tke
cept Sunday. Special excursion rate,
Increased interest on the pert of the P1116 will cure you—at Druggists.
fear light of the train was mo'Sing
now in effect from Paducah to Cain
entre ANDWOINA... Away. I shouted anti ran as bard as
censtituer In better and mere wholeLi
Pte 0 t,it on.6,0 fa
Plying between Memphis, EvansMfg. Co., Pro., Cleve- and return, with or watemit meals
IN I 66 6 41166.
di.. hara.s.infl•intriain,n. I could, but it was no use. In less
some meats, and a willingness' to
land, 0.
IT rust 10
ville, Louisville, Cincinnati, St.
,
16 of at corst.
and room. Good music and table nu
minutes
two
than
train
the
was
16 so foryn•
of
out
0e m U Cflfl• to66.11
,
PRY for the better article. During the
6006
Louis and Vicksburg.
(
/4
"
""wkw
..
Painless, and not aatria sight, and I was left alone."
"
surpassed .
Leaves
warm months I have regularly InlitiValltriltialtal.CO. gent or seiamous.
Memphis every Tuesday
The possibility of one person's finThe duke pushed a small atlas across
For further information apply to
for
DINIMILD1,0
Mold by DroaarIsto.
speeted
the cold storage and kept It
A.
or sant fa plain wrap% the table.
ger tip being identical with that of S. A. Fowler General Pass. A gent, 01, Lvansville. Louisville and CinPT •zursea, pre5514,,
In
as
good
condition
as
possible.
At
"I wonder." he said, "If you could
.,r
al
another is one chance in 64,000,000,- Given Fovr:e,., City Pass. Agent, a ' cinnati. Leave Cincinnati every
tt.at
7‘.
A good mineral water cersome of the slaughter houses Pri- 000.
put your finger on about the spot
Wednesday for St. Louis, MemFowler-Crtt baugh & Co's. olio
tainly makes an ideal tonic in
vate oold storages hnve beep inwhere you were? Here, you gee. Is
phis
anti Vicketaing. Pass PaduNo.
Both
21
Spring,
the
toning up the
the railway line."
stalled at gritt expense and are kept
cah going up every Thursday.
stomach and thus reaching
(ley studied it for • few mements
in good oondition. The average
Pam Paducah going down every
carefully and looked at the Beale.-Then
cel ITS TCKIA DE.11i1APC1‘.
the entire system. . They are
slaughter house presents, if examinREMOVED TO THIRD &ND
Saturday.
be pointed to a certain spot.
pleasant to the taste and their
ed early In the morning before work
KENTUCKY.
"As near as .I could say," he de11'Ithdrawal of Leense Followed By
mild aperient effect receives
has commenced, a different aspect
H. F. PHILLIPS. Agent
Book Binding, Bank work. Levi clared, "about there."
That of t.6,0per.
otemenqat
the
inn
of
all medfrom that which It exhibits towards
The duke and M. Grisson excluolged
Office Richmond House.;
and Unwary Work a epees/it
ical authorities. We have
the close of the day. The employees
(mirk glances. Guy was beginning to
Telephone 66-R.
Madison, Wis., May 9.-- The
reel a little mystified.
the leading brands In all
and premises are neat me clean, but,
einuuninawwithdrawal
Leonroot
of
"Prneecel, if you please," the duke saki
last
night as
sizes:
when killing and culling begIns the
roe:neon/4y. "I am sure that H. Grie
a senatorial candidate was followed
very nature of the work writer! apCleaned and pressed by
eon tin& ynur story most Interesting.
today be the withdrawal of Con- IT. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
Buffalo ',Uhl*.
pear 'repugnant to the averege
per.
Permit me."
lEhrtac.kport,
competent men. Called
gretssman Cooper. The latter said it
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
pun.
%pmts.
Guy ,s1pped the fin champagne from
Rates $t a OIL
was his dealre to assist the people in
Everything 01
for and delivered in
giant
which
the
the
carefully
deice
had
A
ppolinarla.
Mrs. J. I Lactose Proprietress.
Care of the City Stories.
breaking the deadlock by the eleeFOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
covered wagon. Prices
filled and took a cigarette from the
O•neentrated Pluto,
ilon of some man worthy of the
"To the casual observer, this
hex at his elbow.
reasonable
Satisfacti
on
Hunyadi-Janne.
great poisitIon anti thus to promote
would seem a very email item. I, a'
"I tomtit myself." he contlemet, "In
guaranteed.
Iirt1 Itasen
the middle of n delete pine fewest, with
the hest Interests of the kepui.licasi
all times, day or night, am rend,
Just muffictetit clearing for two lines of
Party and all the nettle of the state.
and do look after any sick animal tie,
rails end no more. There seemed to be
city owns. Owing to the large num
Totily'e...haad resulted:
METROPOLIS,
nothing for nu' to do but to walk
Each 23; liateee, 4t20; Stephenson,
her of horses worked In the dIfferen'
D. A. Ridley, Prop.
ahead In the dtreetiou which the traln
Club Membership $1.00 27;
Meterlegor, 5; Sanborn, 3; Huideisartnient they necessarily have to
liewest and beet hotel in the city, had taken. t nt a roe Mid started out
per month.
lir
MIL, 7; Torrey, 2; tianntseh: 1; Waves
make
purchases.
These
frequent
Bate' $2.00. . Two large earn* all right, nut I fe'ety omen get tired.
Paducah For Tennessee River
. 1: Mart*, 3: Eastbfook,
Freer.
imals I carefully examine as to thetBooms. Bath roonts,-leleetrie lAgista. The sleepers wore' a-lbutreetty apart.
Every Wednesday at 4
m.
4th and Broadway
and Stout 2.
soundness and etc., sahlor my bes.
[he only centrally located Hotel Is and the trivet between frightfully
4. W. W IttO RT.
Mastee
mech. I Nvniket1 for hotirs without 'see•
judgment and ability as tc whether
lie city.
EUGE
ROBINSON
NE(j
,
Agent for original A llegrettl
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ing the ellgideet sign of n 'outlet] or
You
or
not
enimel
such
Is
good
of
type
cannot lndg""
S. E. IhIABERCER, Prep.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE NO. 'week In the wool% and finally I sat
10
'1 '11
'111 You
This company Is not reaponalble
,
()WIN
and will fulfill the work expected
love end then you may not Judge at, for invoice
Roth Phones
dewn dead beat My feet were all bits
eh:trete' unless collected
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HARBOUR'S 17th FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE
few selections from the bargain list that will be on sale tomorrow. If style, quality and prices count, then next
to sensational should be tomorrow's Friday sale
of Women's Suits. They are the most extraordinary suit bargains ever placed before the women of Paducah and vicinity. Think
of $12 snits for $5.75, $15 suits for
$7.45, $20 suits for $9.95, $25 suits for $12.50, $35 suits for $17.50.
Below are a

FRIDAY SKIRT RARGAINS.
A lot of 50 in assorted styles,
sloth heavier than Panatuas, worth
tip to $5 and $G, Friday bargain
price $2.50 each.
A lot of 35 assorted styles, some
t;rays, Navy Blues and Blacks. PanAmes and Mohairs, worth up to $5
and $6, bargain price Friday, $3.85

each.
Handsome Skirts worth up to
$8.50, 4'e in the lot, assorted fancy
checks, plaids and grays, also black
voiles. The bargain price Friday $5
each.
500 Handsome Shirt Waists.
Too many styles to advertise. Almost every price under the son.

FRIDAY SPFAIAIkl.
Think of $1 Dress Goods at 50c
a yard.
Think of $2 -50 Long Kid Gloves
at $1.9 a pair.
Think of 54)c Belts at 110c.
Think of 2i5c Turnover Collars 10e
Think of 25c Gingham& at 12,Sic
Think of ;LSO Hand Sags at 90c.

a yard.
Think of Women's 39c Hose at
25c a pair.
Think of both Women's and Men's
$3.541 Shoes for $2.50.
Several tables full of Shoes and
Slippers, broken assortments, on sale
tomorrow, Friday, at bargain prices
CLOTHING SPIEXIALS.

Think of Men's $10 Suits for $5
$15 Suits for $8.•
1.0c Linen Collars 2c.
$1.54 Hats at 98c.
2'5c Knee Pants at 19c.
5.0c Men's Shirts at t5c.
FRIDAY uttocERY SPPTIALS.
-24) Ms. Granulated Sugar, $1.041.
241b bag Omega Pat, Flour, 64c.

Harbour's Department Store
GREAT REVIVAL

Taft Wins in Ohio Over Foraker;
Cincinnati Organitation For Him

UNDER WAS AT THIRD STREET
METHODIST CHURCH.

-4)

,

7 bars Big Deal Soap 25e.
6 bars Fels Naptha Soap 25c.
1 gallon can Pure Sugar Cane
Syrup 52c,
tA gallon can Royal Syrup 17c.
1 can Pineapples 15c.
2 cans Imported Norwegian Sar
dines 25c.
1 can California Peaches 16c

North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY

themselves instead of the secretary of
war.
With Ohio in line, there is
no
doubt in the minds of the administration that other Atates, particularly
those fniendly tilithp*eirtssident, will
hasten to place the selves on record as supporting Mr. Taft, Tonight
the supporters of Secretary Taft exprose themselves as well
satisfied
with the situation.

WALLACE PARK CASINO.
Washington 'D. C., May 9.- The good news from Ohio. When
the secThursday
"La Nfaaeotte"
opposition in Ohio to the candidacy retary of war was in the Buckeye
Friday
"Said Pasha"
of Secretary Taft for the presidency state a week ago he talked with a
Feature Is singing Led by Evangelist ISAturday, matinee and night • • • •
number of politicians and got in
"Said Pasha" has collapsed. According to private
L. L. Pickett--44uccesm Crowns
touch with the people, and he came
}fforts.
Information, believed to be reliable,
to the conclusion that his candidacy
"La Mtuicotte" Proves Popular.
which reached here this afternoon, would receive the indorsement of
his
QUite as well rendered and provhome constituency. Of the 21 coning itself as popular a summer at- the Cox forces will make a public
gressmen in Ohio, 17 have declared
One especial feature of the revival traction
as was "Fra Diavolo.- "La statement in a (ivy or two announcthey are for Taft, three have not
meeting now in progress at the Third Mascotte"
ing
their
was presented at the Walacceptance of the secretabeen heard from, and one, who anStreetelethodiat church is the singing
lace park Casino last night by the ry of wait. ae Ohio's candidate.
A no- nounced his support of Foraker, now
Evangelist L. L. Pickett; who is conBeggar Prince Operas company, and elication to this effect is said
to Is anxious to get in the Taft band
ducting
the meeting, is known Manager Malone
is pleased with the have, been given to Senators Foraker
wagon. There is not the slightest
throughout the land by his songs. He
way the season is being inaugurated. and Dick.
doubt in the Taft camp that a mais the author of more than 1,0440 All
the principals were well cast last
The defection of the Cox forces jority of the Ohio delegates will vote Temperance People May Start Movesongs, either words or music. His
night. The characters were: Bettitet, means the defeat of
Senators Foraker for Taft, and the hope is expressed
ment to Vote t;ntire County,
song books have sold more than I.Miss Nola; 4Princess Feamita, Miss and Dick. Recently George
Claiming It Will Go Dry.
B. Cox, that before many months elapse a
`004).000 copies. The book Nt$ Is now Etta Merris; Rocco,
Mr. Godding: the Republican boss of Cincinnati, solid delegation can
be secured.
using he considers his best. The
Lorenzo, Charles Nickles; Pippo, Mr. announced that as always
he was
songs certainr grip the heart and
If the information received tbday
i Lea Vette. The same bill for to- behind Senator Foraker. But Cox
and should be confirmed, it wnlimean
are powerful factors in driving home night.
a
Maysville, Ky , May 9 -The local
his lieutenants have been sounding
great step forward in the movement
the telling truth of the sermons. All
the voters to ascertain their senttCharley's Aunt.
option election was the most exciting
for Secretary Taft. In many states a
lovers of music in the city are inThe revival of'"Charley's Aunt" is ments, and ac$ording to information
over held )ere and resulted in a de
disposition has manifested itself to
vited to attend and join in. the sing- repotted to be proving
as great a received here today they have concided victory for the "wets" by a
delay the indorsement of the Taft
ing. Many are already doing so hit as it was when first
produced in cluded it would be. foolish to attempt
boom until the situation in Ohio had majority of 348, they carrying every
among them the double quartet or this country. Etienne Girardot
is to stem the tide which is running in
ward in the city save the Sixth.
been
cleared up....This hesitation natsingers
under the lead of Mr. again seen as the suppositious aunt favor of
male
the secretary.
urally
was sdvantageous to other
Hogen. Evangelist Pickett is not and the splendid stage settings proNo Surprise to Secretary.
candidates 4.4o Rropos,ed to attempt
Though we travel the world over
only a writer of songs, but he is the vided by the management, contribute
The friends of Secretary Taft to create conditions which, would in- to find
author of a number of well known re- much to the production. Mr. Girarthe beautiful, we must carry
claim they are not surprised at the sure ineiruction of delegations for
ligious books as well, and his ser- dot's impersonation of "Charley's
it with us, or we find It not.
mons are strong and forcible pre- Aunt" provokes laughter that Is
sentations of life truths. He deliver- mildly described by the term uproared his fourth sermon on "Prayers" ious. Few actors have shown
the
last night and made a deep impres- ability to enact a temtnine role In
sion. There was a large attendance such a manner as to avoid even the
and the conversion followed the slightest suggestion of vulgarity, yet
this is what Mr. Girardot does.
services.
"The prospects are good for a grac- "Charley's Aunt" with Mr. Girardot,
ious revival with •far-reaching influ- will undoubtedly be warmly welcomence, I think,- said the Rev. P. H. ed 'at The Kentucky Monday night.
•
Field, the pastor of the Third Street
REACH
HIGHEST POINT
church. today. "We ask all who love
YET ATTAINED BY MAN
God and good td join us in prayer
Paris, May 9.- Dr. and Mrs. Hui and an honest effort for a genuine
lock,
the explorers. have arrived he:
and wide-spread revival of old-time
from India. 'The doctor tells of tteir
religion."
recent effort to unveil the mystery of
The services are held at 2:34 and
the Himalayas. "We camped," he
7:45 p. m each day. Arrangements
said, "at the highest altitude attained
will be made for a mass meeting for
by man .21,300 feet. This was in
men only on Sunday afternoon at
the unexplored Minkum range. From
2:30 o'clock
Evangelist
Pickett's our campus
on a snow plain surtheme St this will be "The Devil's
rounded by seven towering peaks, we
Three Eyes."
lasceptied to a height where I stopped to take photographs as the mist
-Do you want to ue11 a hews. of .was Increasing, while Mrs. Workthree or tame rooms on payment of man climbed to a peak 23.300
feet
NM (ash end Atio per month? .Our above the level of the sea.
client $1 ill pay St$041 to 1111,000. Both
"Only once was this record broPhone% 127. D. r.
Itea1
ken, when I climbed the Chogo Luntale and Rentals, Trueheart Kuilding. ge glacier, 23.394 feet. During the
last five days of our climb, the atAll the blood of the body passes mosphere was so rare we were unathrougn the heart In 32 beats.
ble to sleep.

WETS WIN OUT

IN THE LOCAL OPTION ELwrioN
AT MAYSVILLE.

Ease Elegance Economy
These three attributes of a good bicycle can be found in
the
Reading, Raeycle and Laclede Bicycles. TERMS EASY.

Sold and guaranteed by

S. E. MITCHELL
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
New Phone 48I-a
Old Phone 743

FIRE, WATER AND SMOKE
The entire stock of Clothing, Shoes, Hata, Caps and Gents'
Furnishing Goods to be sold at less than one-third cost. Also
a large line of Musical Instruments, Guns, Pistols, Sporting
Goode and Jewelry-all slightly damaged by water. Entire
stock must be sold at once, so come and get first choice.

Sale Starts Saturday, April 13, 9 a. m.

0 .5

B. MICHAEL
211 BROADWAY, Near Second Street

Prices Good
Friday Only

Prices Good
Friday Only

Unparalelleci FRIDAY Prices

Greatest garment values ever offered. Do not fail to come in and see
these garments, even if you are not ready to purchase anything. Remember FRIDAY only. Here are a few of the Friday Figures:

Friday's Special in Silk Coats

We are showing the new
golden brown
in ladies' oxfords, all sizes
Golden brown is just the latest color in browns and is
heing worn extensively everywhere.
WP received a shipment by express yesterday and have
all sizes. This shoe is made in the popular two eye ribbon
ties.
Drop in and let us show it to you, along with our splendid
lines of Men's, Women's and Children's Shoes for spring
and summer.
•

COCHRAN SHOE CO.
405 Broadway.

Ladies' Eton, made of black taffeta silk,
nicely braided and trimmed

Friday's Specialin Silk Jumper
Suits.

$4.98

The new Jumper Suit, for ladies or misses, in
plaids, is the garment that sets them going in other
cities, "why not get lc." We have put
the price on them for Friday
I •

A good value at $7.50.

el& fin

Other styles from the Eton to the 50 inch black
coat at prices from $4.98 to $15.00.

Other Jumper Snits; stripes, solid colors or plaids,
from $15.00 to /25 00.
•

Friday's Special in Fancy Coats

Friday Specials in 'Coat Suits

Fancy Coats in any desired shade or style, in misses
or ladies sizes; a bran new garment and a
stunner for .

A tight fitting Coat and a seven gored Skirt, the
nobbieat Coat Snit in our house, in brown and white
or `Mack and white plaids, all sizes, Friday
price
.......
One that is well worth $20.00.
Other Suits in any modern style or color, from
$9.98 to $75.00.

'
938

Would he cheap at $7.50.
Other garments in the new loose novelty coat, from
IlL 98 to 010.00.

Friday's Special in Shirt Waists

Friday's Special in Covert Coats
A Covert Coat for ladies or misses, in tan,
either
tight or loose fitted, strapped with the
same material
I,
Any of which would be cheap for $7.50.
Other styles either tan or black, in prices from
$4.75 to $12.50.

Friday's Special in Skirts
A Panama Voile Skirt, seven gored, trimmed with
clusters of taffeta; bands nicely plaitedblack only-Friday price
.
Well worth $10 00.

sather Skirts io black or any wanted shade, style or
price.

Friday's Special in Shirt Waists
planed upon our counters a
net,
an moinitmentnt
as
$5.00
Tbese we are going to sell Friday

We have placed upon our counters a lot of walste in net, silk and
linen, an assortment of atylcs and oolors as well
as qualm,.
These we are going to sell Friday for •
$5
Any one of Which Is worth no less than
"0).

We have
..Aliagn,

00

bit of wale's; in
silk and
styles and onionas act
qtratity.
for
Any one of which Is worth no lose !than *f4

k
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